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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM

April 8, 1993
Los Angeles Hilton

8:00 - 8:30

REGISTRATION/COFFEE

8:30 - 8:50
Pacific Room

WELCOME/INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Transit Based Housing: Connections
Nick Patsaouras
Between Jobs/Housing/Transit
Board of Direclors (Alt.), Melropolitan Transportation Authority

8:50 - 9:30
Pacific Room

EMERGING TRENDS IN TRANSIT BASED HOUSING

Michael Bernick
Will Fleissig

Report by the UC Berkeley
National Transit Access Center (NTRAC)
9:30 - 12:00
Pacific Room

CASE STUDY DESIGNS FOR THREE METRO STATIONS

Background
METRO RED LINE: Vermont/Santa Monica

Rex Lotery
Barton Myers Associates
Koning Eizenberg Architecture
Los Angeles Community Design Center

METRO BLUE LINE: Willow Street Station

Metcalfe & Mutlow
Johannes Van Ti/burg and Parmers
K.DG Architecture & Planning

METROLINK: El Monte Station

Wrap-up

Goodell Associates/La Canada Design Group/Ken Beck
Frederick Fisher, Archilect/Cordoba Corporation
Van Meter Williams Pollack/Martinez Associates
Bill Fullon
California Planning & Development Report

12:00 - 1:30
Golden West
Room

LUNCHEON

1:45 - 3:30

PANEL DISCUSSION: MAKING A PLACE TO LIVE, MAKING POLICY, MAKING DEALS

Sierra Room
Los Angeles Rm
Garden West Rm
Rossmore Room

The Developer's Perspective

Panel One
Panel Two
Panel Three
Panel Four

3:45 - 4:15
Golden West Rm

WRAP-UP: LESSONS LEARNED

4:15 - 4:30
Golden West Rm

CLOSING REMARKS

4:30 - 5:30

RECEPTION (no host bar)

John Stewart
Developer: Del Norte Place, El Cerrilo del Norte BART Station

(Panelisls are listed on following page)

Will Fleissig

Richard Alalorre
Chair, Board of Directors, Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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YOUR AFTERNOON PANEL ASSIGNMENTS

From 1:45 - 3:30 p.m., there will be four panel discussion groups. Each panel will examine
the same three issues:

•

Making A Place To Live .

•

Making Policy .

•

Making Projects .

The symposium is broken up into smaller groups in order to promote interactive discussion.
Please determine your Panel Discussion Room assignment by matching the color code on
your name tag to the following directory. The rooms are set up with limited seating, thus
your attendance at the assigned room is greatly appreciated.
MEETING ROOM

COLOR CODE

Sierra

Red

Los Angeles

Blue

Garden West

Yellow

Rossmore

Green

lACMTA LIBRARY
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
Panel Discussion Topics Speakers

Topics

•

Making a Place to Live

•

Making Policy

•

Making Projects

Panelists

Bill Christopher
Jackie Dupont-Walker
Dave Ferguson
Mark Futterman
Ray Grabinski
Marvin Greer
John Hisserich
Conn Howe
Bill Janss
John Maguire
Joyce Perkins
Tony Zamora
Tony Salazar
Gary Squier
Mike Stepner
Bill Witte
Jim Yacenda

Coordinator, PLAN LA; Member, Board of Zoning Appeals
Member, Affordable Housing Commission
Executive Director, Ward Economic Development Corporation
Thomas Safran Associates
Lotery Futterman Partners
City Council member, City of Long Beach
The Williams Greer Group
Northeast LA Community Plan Advisory Committee
Planning Director, City of Los Angeles
Janss Development Corportation
Deputy Administrator for Housing Services, CRA/LA
West Adams Community Plan Advisory Committee
Member, Affordable Housing Commission
Downtown Strategic Plan Advisory Committee (DSPAC)
Rebuild Los Angeles
General Manager, Housing Preservation & Production Department
Special Projects Coordinator, City of San Diego
President, The Related Group of California
V-P Community Investment Officer, FHLB of S.F.

Moderators
Will Fleissig
Emily Gabel
Bill Fulton
Rex Lotery
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
Objectives

•

Broaden awareness and understanding of the opportunities associated
with transit based community development.

•

Contribute to the definition and implementation of Transit Oriented
District (TOD) land use entitlement procedures that are likely to evolve
from the City of Los Angeles/MTA draft Land Use and Transportation
Policy and the MTA Congestion Mangement Program.

•

Gain a greater understanding of transit based housing as a function of
transit system design and joint development.
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
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LUNCHEON SPEAKER
JOHN K. STEWART
President, John Stewart Company
San Francisco
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. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ THE JOHN STEWARf C O M P A N Y - - - - - - - - - - - ,
SACRAMENTO

SAN FRANCISCO

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY
JOHN K. STEWART

Mr. Stewart is the President of the John Stewart Company of San Francisco, California, a
firm which serves a number of functions primarily in the field of low- and moderate-income
housing, including project acquisition; rehabilitation; syndication; management; consulting;
marketing; and development.
The Company's management portfolio now exceeds 8,000 units entailing over ninety
partnerships and projects throughout Northern California The firm and/or Mr. Stewart
serves as a general partner/owner on a substantial number of these developments. The
company--now in its twelth year--has entered into numerous joint ownership roles with
non-profit entities, infusing mvestor capital into troubled projects to create sound longterm affordable housing. Recently, the Company has formed partnerships utilizing both
the Federal and State Housing Tax Credits, and Historic Investment Tax Credits.
Participation by local government and/ or Redevelopment Agencies is often integral to the
projects' fmancing.
The Company is currently developing a $19 million residential project adjacent to a BART
station, entailing market rate and low income families and seniors.
Mr. Stewart was formerly an officer in a TRW-owned subsidiary corporation which
developed public and HUD-assisted and insured housing. He has been a member of the
Advisory Committee on Low-and Moderate-Income Housing to the FHA Commissioner in
Washington, D.C. and recently received a presidential appointment to the Board of
Directors of the National Cooperative Bank. Mr. Stewart is a graduate of Stanford
University.

.___ _ _ _ _ 2310 MASON STREET. SA'.'/ FRANCISCO. CA 94133-1808 (415) 391-4321 FAX (-ll5) 296-7579 _ _ _ _ ___.
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High-Density Housing Near San Francisco

,t.J

Data Update
BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED

being built wllhin a couple ol blocks ol
IIART's northern terminus In Richmond,
while a 1,IOO•unll rental complex wilh a dcnslly or 50 unlls to me acre Is sci lo open soon
al BART's southern terminus in Frernonl.
A projecl for 311 vnlls has been approvctl
on private land adjnccnt 10 DART In Hay•
ward, and John Bush, dircclor or the Hoy-

Builder Betting
On Proximity to
Commuter Line

wurd Rcdcvclopmcn1 A11ency, •aid his s1a<r
Is pl't'pnrln11 pltms lnr more lhnn 1,000 ntltll•
Ilona! houslnR unlls on 7,5 acres surrounding
lhc city's main DART stallon. Dcnslllcs on
lhcsc p1'0jcc1s would rnn11c lrom 30 10 65

lly J OIIN MctLOUU
Iii. CEkRITO, CAI.IF.
l.ast Wrthwsday, lhu find hnllc.llng oJKmcd

unlls an acre.
A sltnllnr scenario Is bcln11 played out
around sin lion• on olhcr llay Arca lixcd rail
syslcins. In Mounlnln View, n local developer
h11s prnposed a 720-unll, hli:h-denslly condominium pmjccl nl a rclocaletl slalion of
CalTraln, a commulcr line lhal runs between

in a 1:15-unil :iparuncnl l'ompl<'X hc.-c ·1h11l
will lc-sl mm·kcl ucccplanc:r. of n kln<I of

hnusinJt rardy huih In nur1bcrn California
0111sid<~ larJt<' t·lllcs.

lhc four-s1nry, rour building rcnlnl complr,c, l>cl Nori<' Pince, ln,lhls Sun Fnmcisco
suhnrll has 35 111111s un acre, making it bolh

San Francisco and San Jose.

mullifamily dcvclopmcnls. Most residential
projr1·1s in 1hc region hnvc a maximum
dn1sily or Iii unils an acre.

Wh,;t madr thr. project fcasihlc, said John
Strwarl of 1hr. John Stcwm·1 Company Snn
Frnndscu, a Jltll"lncr in l>cl Nor1ri Plurc
l.lmiletl parlnershlp, which developed 1hc
$1K.K million prnjecl, is lhul II I.~ one block
from tlw El Crrritu l>cl Norlc slulion of the

ur

Uuy Arra Rapid Transil sys1cm.
"Wei wouldn't hnvrdonc ii wilhoul DART."
he commcnlcd, nolin~ 1hnl lhc pnr1ncrshi1> •
J)rumo1<·s 1hr. project with billboards nnd
vidru ads in c.Jown1ow11 San Francisco BART
slalions.

Tf'r,ffl('f' MrCa'1hY f..- 1 .... ,.._ Vari! l"lfflt'S

The four-story rental complex, Del Norte Place, in El Cerrito, Calif.

· "Thrrc arc 7,000 cn1ram:cs nnd cxlls II d;1y
at lhc Del Norte slation. Our bcl is tlmt 40
llCITClll or mun• of our lcnanls will leave
their rars HI hc11nc Monday to Frie.Joy nmJ go
lo work by UART."
The UA 1n· ride 10 downtown San Frnm:lsrn, ahout 15 miles away, lakes 35 10 40
0

minUl(!S,

Amm,A 1hr. unusual as11ccls of J>cl Norte
,,1m·<~ is lhill lh(' first floor n( C'tlCh b11ildlng i~
J,:ivt·n ovrr to nonrcsit.lcnl ial uses. Tiu-en
huilc.lings will have storr!i: or rcsu111rnn1s on
lhc Al'Ollnd rhMtr, (he rourlh u r.linlc nnd

n11nm11ni1v crnlr.r for older a<lulls.
.
'"\Vc'n? kine.I of a bctlwf'lhr.r," Mr. S1cwnr1

Non<" hns lx-en a~ close ~,s l>el Norlc Place.
nnd none has inclucJcd 1·r.tail spac:c.
'"Y011'rc dcfinilcly not c.Jrnp1>ing -down
HlllOllJ; s1>rcndinA ,·heslnul ll'CC'S and hi,.;
green lawns;· said Mr. S1cwnrt. "This is not
Jim mul Mar~arc-1 Anderson co11n1ry. 1·111s Is
nol Whal people think ol when they lhlnk ol
the suburh."i."
IIART's hoard of directors has hislnrkally
not supporlc<l houf.ing al HS stnllons, 1>rdrr•
ring toencournnc cummr.n·iul bulldlnt;, In 1he
ho1>e thal thr stations would become !iupplc•
mcnlary em1Jluymcnt nodes.

•

Thr foci Jhat he had dCJlosils on 40 unlls
lx-hu-r lhe prnjrcl wa& even avaihlblc for

Allhounh some office bnllclings and holcls
have gone up around rour UART suburban
slnlitm~. lhls wns far hclow exp<"clallons.
Nolhing nl nll (':llnC of the UART ngcncy•~
widely hernltlctl cfl<irls 10 jolnlly develop
r.ommcrclnl projccls on 11s own parking lnls,
the silc:i. lht11 were puri,orlcdly the most
uttroctlvc hccnusc of lhelr im1nediutc proxlmlly lo lhc lransil sySlr.m's slullons.
"We hod nothing,'" ndmillr.d Michncl Uer•
nick, lhc IIART tllrcclor, "We dldn'I have a
single dcnl."
'Ibis spring, 20 years artcr the syslem
opened, the IIART board llnnlly tlecltled lo
revise lls policy anti 1:0 niter housln11. The
decision appears 10 be llm rl11hn,nc. Nearly
50 developers rcspontletl lo lhe agency's rcr.f'nl issunncr of a request for qunllrlr.atlons

viewing has lcfl him "gunrdcdly nplimlslic"
111.,1 ii will ::.u<·cccd. H:cnls for lhc one• and
ground 1>n rking space~, rnngc from $840 lo

$1,000.

00

a t1unr1t~r mile or u UA1n· s1a1ion since 1mm.

s;,icJ. "Wr.'rc keeping our ringers crossed
lhr.rc's n m;irkcl fur lhis."

1wo-lX'cJroom nparlmcnts. with J75 under•

·111csc nrc ut (he high end for El Ccrri10.
, said Mr. Slcwarl, atltllng lhnl 27 1111II• arc sci
;1sidc for )OW· one.I modcra1e-incumc households, wilh renl• ul S450 lo $650.
Allhongh building hlghcr-tlcnsl1y housing
near muss trnnsil nodes in this lncrr.a5lngly
t·rowded region would seem a sure-lire bcl.
few dcvC'l0JlCrs have been willing to chance U.
A sllKly by the Jnslilulc (or Regional Devel•
011mr.nl al 1hr. Universily of Callfornla at
U,,.-lt,-.lrv inrliratr-.1h:11 in~I nndrr 2,000unlls

·

And al lhc main MQunlaln View CalTraln
slallon, lhe cily Is studying a proposal for 700
housing unil s.
In South San Jose, lhc Sanla Clora Counly
franslt district tcntnUvcly approved plans
!or 250 units or rcnlol houslnR on an 8.9-ocre

drnsrr nnd highrr than slandard suburban

two sluliuns in El Crrr!lo, inch1ding l>cl

Norlu. Mr. llcrnick Sllld lhe bourtl Is now
dN:idinA nmong six 1>lm1s lhal were submilled in rcponse lo a Inter rcqucsl for

proposals.
Addilionul resldenriul projcc:ts on prlvalcly
ownc-cJ land around s1a1ions arc also planne<l.

Two hli:her-tlenslly projecls wilh a mix ol 142
renlnl und <:on<lominlum units ore nlrc.idy

parklnglol al the Almaden Park Slallonol Us
new IIRhl-rall system, And In Norih Sun Jose,
Renaissance Assoclalcs - a Joint venture of
Forest City Enterprises or Cleveland and·
General Allnnllc Dcvclupmcnl ol New York
Clly - has approvals for a 1,142-unll rental
project aboul 50 yards !rum a planned slallon
on lhc cxienslon of lhnl sys1cm. Thal project
would have 43 unlls an acre.

•
Arrcssibllily to transit Is a key clement in.
all lhese proje<:ls,
"We picked a site that wus a lillle more
Jsolnted," said Jon Knorpp, senior develop•
mrnl mannger for Rennissance Associates.
"Knowing we're on the light rail line makes il
more vh1ble."
Mr. Bernick said BART has from 2 10 20
acres ,;ullablc for development nt each
19
suburban stnllons, but local ;,.onlng laws and
communily opposition make development
unfeasible in some cases. Proposals for highcr-tlcnslly housing In Ray Arca suburbs typi•
cally gencra1c vchcmcnl objccllons from
neighbors. However. most of lhcse projects·
cncoumorctl lllllc flak.
"There was vlrlllally no opposition 10 that·
density," said Mr. Bush, In regard lo propos•
nls In Hayward. "I lhlnk people rcall,.e ll's
envlronmcnlnlly sound, rctlucing con11csllon
nnd Increasing lransit rldcrshl1>. Freeway
cuni:esllun Is gelling really terrible, and lhls
Is lhc klntl or solullon lhal doesn't Involve
tllsrupllnR existing single-family home neighborhoods,"
For all lhc tlcvclopcr in1crcs1, however,
markcl acceptance of proje<:ls very close 10
slalluns remains In question. And mosl developers conlaclctl said lhnl allhough lhcy
would be wllllng lo build rcnlal housing, Jhcy
were lcs.s sanguine aboul !or-sale projccls al
this point.
"Wllh these lypcs of densities, you have lo
1:0 10 lnlcrlor loaded units" - those In which ,

(1-..usingunils)

May 92
97,146
11,518
26.636
36,663
22,329

Nalion
Nollheasl
Midwest

Soulh
Wesl

Apt. 92
105,079
11,075
26.267
41,784
25,953

May 9_!

97,820
11,085
24.301
36,659
25,775

Census 8ufc-1u.U.S. Department ol Commerce

MORTGAGE INT£R£ST RATH (Avera!!!•)
Northeast
lasl Previous
Year
~

Weck __Am

Convenllonal (JO.yr) 8.44
Adjuslable (Isl yr) 561

8.45
5.66

9.64
7.16

851
586

9.03

8.45
5.81

956
7.10

8.50
5.68

9.74
7.34

Midwest
Convonlional (JO.yr) 8 SO
Adjuslable (Isl yr) 5.78

7.16

South
Convcnlional (JO.yr) 8 41
Adjuslable (1st yr) 5.72

West
Conventional (30-yr) 8.46

Adjuslable ( Ial yr)

564

NortheHt Conn.• MaiM, Miss., N.H., N.J.. N.Y ..
Pa., A.I. VI. Mldwt1t: ■., Ind., towa, Ken., Md\.,
Minn., Mo .• Neb., N.O., Ohio, S.O., Wis. Soulh: Ala.,
M., Del., D.C., Fla., Ga., Ky., la .. Md, Miss., NC.,

Okla, S.C., Tenn., lei., Va. W. Va. W11t: Alaska,

Ariz., c..,., Colo., Hawaii. Idaho, Monl., Nev., N.M.,
Ore .. Utah. Wash., Wyo.

Indexes for Adjustable-Rate
Mongages•
6-mo. Treasury bill
1-yr. Treas. securily

3.11

3-yr. Treas. sccurily 5.49

3.75
4.12
5.55

S·yr. Treas. sccurily 6.40
Nalionar Mortgage
Conlrac1 Rale
820

6.44

7.96

826

9.23

4.14

5.76
6.36
7.42

'RIies on mosl adjustable fflOflgages a,e set 1 lo 3

, pe1cenlage points abovo these indexes.
Source: HSH Assocl&les

or

-.,~ .. ,.,.-.v,.,,., .,,.,.. .-.n1,-,-,.rf nrr ~n lnl.-.l'lnr hnll.

way, saitl GIi Znballos, parlncr in R. Znballos
ant.I Sons, dcvelo1>er or 1he proposed Hayward
prujccl. "lluycrs typically want tllrccl outside access 10 lhcir homes. There's a lot or
resistance 10 buying unils reached of! Inside

hallways,"

On lhe other hand, Gerry Raycrall, project
director for the El Cerrito Redevelopment
Agency, said his stall Is examining a proposal for a 92-unit condominium project on
lhc block between BART and Del Norte
Place,
In the mcanllmc, Mr. Slewarl said ii
looked llkc his aparlments would be more
lhan 60 percent leased by lhc lime lhe last or
the four buildings gels Its ccrllllcatc ol occu•
pancy In August. Leasing on lhe 20,000 square
!eel of rclall space Is also going well, he
rcporlctl, with leases !or seven spaces signed
or In negollallon.
"We did nol project lhls rate ol absorplion," he acknowledged. "The building Is a
tlramallc departure for lhc area but our
biggest markcllng 1001 Is ou1 there on the
freeway, Every lime trafllc gels really lied
un wP hrr:ilhr ~ ll111~ P~~ir,r."
■

CASE STUDY DESIGN FIRMS
Vermont/Santa Monica Station (Red Line)
Koning Eizenberg Architects
Los Angeles Community Design Center!Cavaedium
Banon Myers Associates

Willow Street (Blue Line)
Johannes Van Tilburg & Panners
Metcalfe & Mutlow, Architecture, Urban Design and Planning
KDG Architecture and Planning

El Monte (Metrolink)
Frederick Fisher, Architect/Cordoba Corporation
Goodell Associates/La Canada Design Group/Ken Beck
Van Meter Williams Pollack/Maninez Associates
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"The firm's work has a refreshingly consistent sense of order and discipline," wrote Pilar
Viladas in Progressive Architecture (2:86). Koning Eizenberg is often selected to work on
projects that require creative thinking about established building types because they are observant, analytical and inventive - able to design for the activities they house and the people they
serve.
They have designed restaurants, offices, a bank and major additions to the historic Farmers
Market in Los Angeles. Their portfolio of housing features many award-winning projects
including the Ocean Park Housing Project (OP12), and the Hollywood Duplex. They are
acknowledged innovators in housing; from artists lofts, senior, and "work from home" housing,
single-room occupancy hotels, to market price condominiums and single family homes. In
addition, they have created significant community spaces, such as The Ken Edwards Center for
Community Services for the city of Santa Monica.
Koning Eizenberg Architecture received the Progressive Architecture First Award in 1987. The
firm was elected as one of the Domino's 30 leading world architects in 1989. Merit Awards
were awarded by the Los Angeles Chapter AIA in 1992 for the Tarzana House and 1991 for the
909 House, and the 1991 Westside Urban Forum Prize was awarded in Urban Design-Land Use
Planning for the Farmers Market Historic Preservation.
Remarkably diverse in appeal, Koning Eizenberg's work has been widely published in international professional journals including Architecture, Abitare, ArchiCree, SD, Architectural
Review, Architecture, and Global Architecture. It has also been featured in respected general
interest publications such as Metropolitan Home, the Los Angeles Times, and the New York
Times.
Hank Koning and Julie Eizenberg founded the company in 1981. They were licensed as architects before coming to the United States in 1979, and hold degrees in Architecture from the
University of Melbourne, Australia and the University of California, Los Angeles. Hank
Koning, A.LA., F.R.A.LA. is also licensed as an architect and contractor in the state of California. Julie Eizenberg teaches at UCLA's Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning
and at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Both partners have lectured extensively - in New
York, Los Angeles, Washington D.C., San Diego, Virginia, Houston, New Orleans, Iowa,
Canada and Australia.

The team that contributed to the MTA transit-based housing symposium includes:
Julie Eizenberg
Hank Koning
Marc Schoeplein
Edgardo Lopez
Tim Andreas
Carol Goldstein, Planner

Koning Ehrenberg Architecture

TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM

Metropolitan Transportation Authority

VERMONT/ SANTA MONICA STATION
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Los Angeles Community Design Center

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER TEAM DESCRIPTION
VERMONT/SANTA MONICA CASE STUDY
LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER
The Los Angeles Community Design Center is a nonprofit architecture, planning and
housing development firm that works with community groups to accomplish
development projects in low-income neighborhoods. Since 1968 the Community Design
Center has provided professional technical assistance to more than six hundred
organizations in building child care centers, health clinics, senior centers, shelters for
the homeless and permanent affordable housing. Recent LA/CDC projects include the
design of the LA Free Clinic, design and construction management services for the
rehabilitation of the Las Americas residential hotel in Skid Row, as well as design
and construction management of six different affordable housing projects for nonprofit clients in Hollywood, Pico Union, and South Central Los Angeles.
LA/CDC also buys, builds, renovates and arranges financing for housing projects of
its own. In developing affordable housing LA/CDC combines financing from banks,
charitable foundations, corporate investors, and government agencies. To date,
LA/CDC has developed more than 1,500 units serving a range of needs, from seniors
and very low income individuals to large families and special needs groups.
CAVAEDIUM
Joining LA/CDC on this project were James Bonar, FAIA and Kathleen FitzGerald,
AIA, of Cavaedium. Cavaedium is an architecture, urban design and planning firm
that has been instrumental in the delivery of over four hundred affordable housing
units to low income and special needs populations. By the end of 1993 construction
will be completed on an additional two hundred units designed by the firm. Current
projects include the rehabilitation of the St. Mark's and Crescent Hotel rehabilitation,
the rehabilitation and conversion of the Produce Hotel as SRO housing units, artist
lofts and commercial space and the adaptive reuse of the Union Church for the Little
Toyko Service Center as a branch library and media resource center.
Los Angeles Community Design Center
Ann Sewill, Executive Director
William Huang, AIA, Architectural Director
315 W. Ninth Street, Los Angeles, CA 90015
(213) 629-2702

Cavaedium
James Bonar, F AIA
1762 Silverwood Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90026
(213) 913-0408

•
315 West 9th Street

Suite 410

Los Angeles, California

•
phone: 213 629 2702

fax: 213 62i 6407

•

90015
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Barton Myers Associates

Firm History

Barron Myers Associates, architects and
planners, was founded in Toronto in
1975. Although many of the most
not.able planning and architectural
projects are in Canada, the firm is now
based in Los Angeles. Mr. Myers moved
from Toronto in order to lead a distinguished team of designers in an urban
design competition for Bunker Hill in
downtown Los Angeles, and to teach at
UCIA School of Architecture and Urban
Planning. Since that time, Barton Myers
Associates has grown to a firm of twentyfive, and is currently working on a wide
assoronent of major commissions for
both public and institutional clients.
These projects include the New Jersey
Center for the Performing Arts, the
Edmonton Concert Hall, and the recently
completed Art Galleiy of Ontario
Expansion and Cerritos Center for the
Performing Arts.
Barron Myers is the sole principal. The
firm is consciously struaured to accept
only four to five projects a year to ensure
Barton's participation in each project.
Our philosophy of project management
streSSeS a team approach to every project,
including involvement of the principal
and associates in all phases. This has
proven to be an assurance of high
standards of productivity, quality and
service for our clients.

0

<

The firm is committed to working with
the existing urban conrext in all of its
projects whether architectural design,
urban design or planning. The practice
of pursuing design at diverse scales serves
to reinforce and strengthen all of the
firm's activities. It makes us better urban

planners because we understand the
process of design intervention to complement the urban fabric. It also makes us
better architects because we have explored
the planning issues which affect the city as
a whole.
Approach

Our approach to planning and design
takes place on two basic levels: the first, a
set of fundamental philosophical attitudes
about issues of what to do; the second, a
cone.em with how to do it - the
appropriate process and design decisions.

As a firm, our search for the fundamental
principles and issues inherent in each
problem is open and innovative in spirit,
exploiting the wide-ranging contributions
from various members of the firm,
consultants and clients. Careful consideration is given to the appropriateness of
choices in terms of ooncext, program,
design and impact on the environment.
We have had the good fortune to be
involved in a widely diversified practice
ranging from large scale planning and
urban design projects to one-off architectural projects. Our approach in all
projects not only streSSeS the identification of fundamental issues, but also
attempts to develop solutions which
create a reasonable balance among the
concerns which define a project.
Project Experience

The firm has experience with a nwnber of
archin:ctural and planning projects which
have been of particular significance in
preparation of the Vermont/Santa
Monica Case Study. These include:

• A Grand Avenue
Bunker Hill Competition
Los Angeles, California
• Dundas Sherbourne
Infill Housing Project
Toronto, Ontario
• First Street Properties
Music Center Expansion
Master Plan and
CRA Design Guidelines
Los Angeles, California
• Housing Alternatives Study
Edmonton, Alberta
• Howard Hughes Center
Physical Master Plan
Los Angeles, California
• Lincoln Park
Development Plan
Calgary, Alberta
• Main Street Study
Cambridge, Ontario
• New Housing in Exisiting
Neighborhoods, C.M.H.C.
Ottawa, Canada
• Buffalo Transit Corridor
Master Plan
Buffalo, New York
• CNR Yards Urban
Development Plan
Regina, Saskatchewan
• Urban Transit Development
Corporation Urban
Design Study
Hamilton, Ontario
• Hollywood/Highland Master Plan
Assessment Study
Los Angeles, California
Case Study Team

• John Dale
• John Dutton
• Robert Marshall
• Barton Myers
• Bill Nicholas

C
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Johannes Van Tilburg & Partners
Founded in 1971 in Westwood, California, by Johannes Van Tilburg, FAIA, a native
of The Netherlands, the expanding enterprise relocated to Santa Monica in 1979.
Once again, in 1990 a move to larger quarters was necessitated to accommodate the
growing staff. The new headquarters occupies the penthouse of a 4-story building
designed by the firm.
Located at the corner of Arizona and the Third Street
Promenade, the multi-use office building is an important element in the
revitalization of the Santa Monica Mall with its lively street-level restaurants.
Widely acknowledged as an organization of depth and competency, the firm,
comprised of five partners, five associates, and more than 20 employees,
accomplishes a broad range of planning, mixed-use, commercial, single- and
multi-family residential, and land planning projects each year under Van
Tilburg's direction.
The firm was recently awarded the UCLA Family Student Housing Project which was
an open "Request for Qualifications" with over 50 local and national firms
responding and ultimately a competition among 7 qualified firms.
JVT&P were
deemed the most qualified for this important project. Another important project
which JVT&P won through a competitive selection process was the masterplan
assessment study of the Sylmar Station Metrolink; LACTC RFP #LFA-303-93. Also
awarded through competition is the Fletcher Parkway Redevelopment Project. The
22 acre site is located at the junction of two major branches of the San Diego
Metropolitan Transit District light rail transportation corridor linking Mission
Valley to the east county region. The project consists of a light rail station
and commuter parking;
500 low,
moderate,
and student apartments;
162
condominiums; and 189,000 s.f. of recreational, entertainment, and commercial
space in the city of La Mesa, CA.
Our planning projects range from small urban infill sties to community planning
sites in excess of 100 acres.
Currently our office is masterplanning the
Ventura/Hayvenhurst Encino Club Mixed-Use project; the masterplanning of a 1.93
FAR project comprised of 198 condominiums, 30 seniors' rental apartments, a
10,000 s. f. branch library, and 135,000 s. f. or supermarket and retail on
approximately 6 acres; the Pasadena Playhouse District Mixed Use Project, a plan
for 194,000 s.f. of commercial office space, 18,000 s.f. of retail space, and 178
condominiums on a 2.75-acre site on Colorado Boulevard; Main Street Concourse,
a 2.1 million square foot mixed-use development in Santa Ana comprised of a
monorail station, high-rise office, hotel and residential components, as well as
retail and medium-density, for-sale townhomes; Civic Center West, a 350-unit
mixed use development of apartments over ground floor retail in the civic center
of Pasadena which incorporates a light rail station; and, Channel Gateway, 512
view-oriented condominiums in four 16-story towers, a 7-story office building,
and 532 4-story apartments in Marina del Rey.
Recently completed work in the Johannes Van Tilburg & Partners' design portfolio
includes two groundbreaking mixed-use developments, the Venice Renaissance, and
Janss Court, on Santa Monica's Third Street Promenade.
Described by Mayor Bradley as a "miracle," the Venice Renaissance successfully
integrates market-rate condominiums and low-cost apartments for seniors above
street-level neighborhood services and retail stores. Situated in a community
that was thought to be distinctly no-growth, this development now serves as the
basis for a proposed ordinance permitting mixed-use development in the City of
Los Angeles.
Recipient of a 1991 Citation from the American Institute of
Architects, this innovative project was selected for inclusion in American
Housing: Design for Living, the Institute's first book on housing. In addition,
this project, as well as Janss Court are subjects of a recent Urban Land
Institute Project Reference Files.
Janss Court is another artful addition to the urban landscape. The cornerstone
building in the redevelopment of Santa Monica's Third Street Promenade, it has
contributed to the transformation of this once blighted area.
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MICHAELS. METCALFE
Urban Design
Derelapment Planning

BACKIJROUIID:
Mr. Metcalfe is an Urban Designer and Senior Development Project Planner. He provides land use planning,
master planning, architectural site planning, design guidelines, and real estate development programming
and analysis for a variety of major project types, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed-Use Development; High Intensity Urban Activity Centers
Transit-Related Joint Developmentand Urban Transportation Facilities
New Community Land Use, Circulation, and Infrastructure Master Planning
High-Density Multi-Family Residential Community Development
Regional Retail, Specialty/Entertainment, Urban & Community Shopping Centers
Retail Center Revilillization /Redevelopment & Expansion Design Sl!ategies
Office Buildings; Business Centers and Industrial Office Parks
Resort Hotels, Recreation, Leisure, Golf, and Water-oriented Development
Civic Center/Government, Educational, Community and Institutional Facilities
Community Redevelopment Projects, General Plan Elements, Specific Plans
Urban Design Guidelines, Design for Development Preparation/Documentation

With over twenty years of experience in architecture and planning, Mr. Metcalfe has conducted an Urban
Design and Development Planning consulting practice serving private and public sector clients nation-wide
since 1986. His professional career includes providing consulting services to Private Developers, Public
Agencies, Architects/Engineers, Planners, Construction Management firms, Economic/Market & Financial
Feasibility Consulting Firms, and related multi-disciplinary project teams. He previously served twelve and
one-half years with Charles Kober Associates/Los Angeles (CKA/LA). As Vice President and Senior
Associate with CKA/LA, he helped initiate and guide development of the firm's urban design and planning
capabilities from 1973 to 1986. He directed architectural master planning and urban design consulting
services on major mixed-use urban development and regional shopping center projects for the member firms
of The Kober Group world-Wide. Prior to his association with CKA/L.A, he served as an Urban Designer and
Planner with Planning Research Corporation and Welton Becket & Associates.
Mr. Metcalfe's background includes urban and regional planning, site selection and development analysis
for private and public sector clients, highest and best use studies of properties for development, and
computer-based environmental inventory & assessment techniques of location planning. His work has
ranged from international award-winning urban design projects in Europe to regional development planning in
Latin America, the Middle East, the Far East and throughout the United States.
Mr. Metcalfe holds a Masters Degree in Architecture and Urban Design from the Graduate School of
Architecture and Urban Planning at UCLA, and a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Design with Honors from The
California Institute of The Arts. He has been a Visiting Faculty Member at the School of Architecture and
Fine Arts at the University of Southern California, an Invited Critic at the Southern California Institute of
Architecture, and the Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning at UCLA. He has been a Guest
Lecturer at the School of Architecture at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona.
He has served as President of the Board of Directors, Member of the Executive Committee of the Alumni
Association, and Member of the Executive Committee of the Dean's Council of the Graduate School of
Architecture and Urban Planning at UCLA. He is an Associate Member of the Urban land Institute and the
International Council of Shopping Centers.
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JOHN V. MUTLOW A.I.A.

ARCHITECTS
Architecture
Urban Design
Space Planning
TEL. (213) 664-4373
FAX (213) 664-4376

RESUME:
John Vaughan Mutlow has extensive project design and management experience as a
principal of his multi-disciplinary architectural firm, as a partner in the Mutlow
Dimster Partnership and as a Senior Designer with William L. Pereira Associates. For the
past fifteen (15) years he has specialized in the design of affordable housing of all
types, including independent and congregate elderly, farm worker, multi-family and
service employee housing. Several of the projects received financial assistance from
governmental and redevelopment agencies.

Mr. Mutlow is presently completing the designs for elderly and multi-family housing
projects, a farm worker village, a retail center, offices, a community multi-purpose
center, a child care center and numerous single family residences.
Master plan projects include a plan for 2,700 dwelling unit multi-use expansion to the
town of Airdre, Scotland; a twenty acre farm worker village in Ventura; a ten acre
multi-residential project in Morro Bay; a 400 unit four block housing project in
Burbank; the commercial revitalization of a six block area of downtown Los Angeles; and
a structural survey for the community Redevelopment Agency of 948 buildings •
.Rehabilitation projects include the renovation of historic mansion houses, the
rehabilitation and seismic update of masonry apartment buildings, the conversion of an
apartment project to a licensed alcohol recovery bed facility and the renovation and
expansion of a multi-purpose center.

Mr. Mutlow has received national recognition through the publication of projects and in
being the recipient of Design Awards. In 1989, Mr. Mutlow, received a Design Award from
the California Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, as well as the coveted
Peoples Choice Awards. In 1988 he received an "In the Public Interest" Design Award from
Architectural Record, a new awards program. In 1986, 1982 and 1976 he received design
awards from the Los Angeles A. I .A. In 1984 he received an International Design Award for
several projects from Architectural Design, England, and in 1982, Time Magazine
recognized Cabrillo Village as one of Ten Best Designs of 1982.

I

His projects have been published in national magazines including Architecture,
Progressive Architecture, ·Architectural Design, Demus, A+U, Architecture and Urbanism,
Architecture California, Time Magazine and Home, as well as having projects published
in numerous books.
In 1986 Mr. Mutlow, was elected to the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects and in 1989, elected Secretary of the Board. He has
received from Mayor Tom Bradley and the City of Los Angeles commendations for his
dedicated services to the Pico Union Community, for his participation in the 84/84
Olympics and for services to the City of Los Angeles. Mr. Mutlow is currently an
Associate Professor and director of the Advanced Program at the University of Southern
California, School of Architecture.
Mr. Mutlow has edited a book for the AIA Press and the Images Publishing Group titles
"Architecture for Housing, Design for Living" and is the author of an upcoming book for
RIZZOLI, titles "The New Architecture of Mexico".
AFFILIATIONS: Licensed Architect, California C8816, Registered Architect, United
Kingdom; Member American Institute of Architects; Member, National Council Architects
Registration Board; Member, Royal Institute of British Architects.
EDUCATION: Master of Architecture (Urban Design) 1969, University of California, Los
Angeles; Graduate Diploma (Planning) 1967, Architectural Association, London; Diploma
in Architecture, Hammersmith College, London.

JOHN V. MUTLOW ARCHITECTS

•

2536 NORTH VERMONT AVENUE

•

LOS ANGELES

•

CA

90027
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KDG ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING

KDG

KDG Architecture & Planning (KDG) is a Los Angeles firm which can trace its involvement in the
development of transit systems in Southern California back more than 20 years. The firm was retained by
the Southern California Rapid Transit District in 1972 to develop a scheme for transit along the Wilshire
Corridor. Since that time, the firm has designed transit stations and maintenance facilities for the Los
Angeles Metro Rail Blue, Red and Green Lines. In addition, the firm has been retained to design multi-unit
housing throughout the low-income communities of Los Angeles, Long Beach, Inglewood, and numerous
other communities in Northern California since the mid-1960's.
Founded in 1957, it is particularly significant to note that KDG is one of the oldest African-American owned
architectural firms in the West and brings broad experience and sensitivity gained over the years in
addressing the needs of the residents of low-income communities. Representing KDG Architecture &
Planning will be its president and founder, Robert Kennard, FAIA, a principal of the firm and Director of
Design, Mahmoud Gharachedaghi, AIA, and a Senior Designer, Masoud Sodaify. In addition, the team
is joined by Lydia Kennard, president and founder of KDG Development Consulting, a 13-year-old firm
which assists clients in urban development planning and implementation.
Robert Kennard, FAIA, who founded KDG 36 years ago, has supervised the design of more than 3,000
units of multi-family housing and has been involved in the design of transit stations and facilities including
the Wilshire/Normandie Metro Rail Red Line Station and the Metro Rail Blue Line Maintenance Yards &
Shops in Long Beach and a similar facility for the Metro Rail Green Line in Hawthorne. He received
recognition for his completion of the Housing Element for the City of Long Beach General Plan, and he has
assisted numerous community development organizations in the design and construction of low-income and
elderly housing.
Mahmoud Gharachedaghi, AIA has significant experience in transit planning studies including the
conceptual design of stations along the Mid-City Segment of the Metro Red Line, the Eastern Extension
of the Red Line through East Los Angeles, and joint development studies for the Metro Blue Line.
Throughout his career he has emphasized design which addresses the functional needs of users while
simultaneously creating spaces which are reflective of the diversity of the users' environmental, historical
and cultural backgrounds. He has also taught second year design studios at his alma mater, the University
of Southern California.
Masoud Sodaify is a versatile designer who has developed conceptual designs for numerous transit
stations and commercial projects near transit stations including those along the Los Angeles Metro Rail Red
Line, the Orange County Transportation Corridor and for the Sacramento Light Rail Transit system.

KDG DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING
Lydia Kennard is an urban planner and real estate attorney who has been involved in transit planning and
development projects for the past 13 years. Her assignments have included joint development studies for
the Metro Rail Blue Line, the Metro Rail Red Line WilshireNermont Station and the Santa Ana Corridor.
She has directed numerous planning and feasibility studies involving housing including work for the City
of Long Beach Redevelopment Agency, the Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles, and assistance
to numerous non-profit housing development corporations such as Concerned Citizens of South Central
Los Angeles, A Community of Friends, and Chrysalis. In addition to her professional endeavors, Ms.
Kennard currently serves on the City of Los Angeles Planning Commission.
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FIRM PROFILES

FREDERICK FISHER, ARCHITECT

FFA was established in 1980 and has developed a broad based practice with an emphasis on housing,
mixed-use projects, and art related facilities. FFA, through its design excellence, has achieved an
international reputation and has executed projects throughout the United States, in Europe and Japan.
The practice of architecture is complemented by Mr. Fisher's collaborations with artists and educational
involvement such as his recent Chairmanship of the Department of Environmental Design at Otis/Parsons
School of Art and Design. Current projects include a major museum renovation for the City of New York,
a Buddhist monastery in San Diego County, SRO housing with commercial in Santa Monica, and a master
plan for Art Center College of Design.
FFA, along with Cordoba Corporation, is currently working with the LACTC on the Compatibility
Assessment Study for the North Hollywood Metrorail Station.

CORDOBA CORPORATION

Cordoba Corporation is a diversified consulting firm specializing in land use and transportation planning,
urban redevelopment, real estate analysis, market and economic analysis, construction management and
management information systems review and implementation. With over 75 full-time professionals,
Cordoba serves a broad range of clientele throughout California in the public and private sector.

BURTON & SPITZ, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Burton & Spitz, established in 1975, is a Santa Monica based corporation offering comprehensive
landscape, urban design, and planning services for municipal, commercial, civic and residential clients.
They believe that the role of landscape architecture is to establish unique and compelling places which
know together the urban and natural worlds. The design of each place evolves from our cultural and
physical environment, and is informed by geography, ecology, and history, as well as by intended
program.

TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL ~fO:1',."TE :'-fETROLii\lZ STATIO::--;

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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Goodell Associates
La Canada Design Group
with Kenneth Beck
James Goodell heads Goodell Associates, a consulting firm established in 1985 to provide
predevelopment and development planning, implementation and management services to public and
private clients.
Mr. Goodell is an architect and urban planner by background with over 25 years of experience in
real estate and planning. He has directed the preparation of downtown land use and transportation
plans, specific plans, and joint development plans for many Southern California communities,
including Los Angeles, Long Beach, San Diego, Pasadena, Burbank, Santa Ana, Riverside and
many others. He has played a major role in the planning and development of Old Pasadena. He has
been a key consultant to the Los Angeles County Asset Development Program.
As a fee developer, he has managed the predevelopment and entitlements for major mixed use
projects, including Capital River Park, a transit-based mixed use development in Sacramento that
integrates 1.5 million square feet of office, 1,000 units of housing, support commercial and light
rail.

Mr. Goodell is active in the Urban Land Institute and serves as Chairman of its Los Angeles District
Council. He holds Masters degrees in Architecture and Urban Design from the University of
Pennsylvania.

La Canada Design Group (LCDG) is a medium-sized design firm with a broad understanding
of architecture, economics and diverse product types. Well known for its strong consensusbuilding skills, the firm is exceptional at balancing community goals with market realities and
developing realistic urban design solutions.
LCDG and its founder have participated in transportation design for nearly twenty years. While not
a specialist, the firm's strong urban design experience and skills at solving complex, unusual
problems have served it well. Transportation-related projects include light rail transit stations, bus
shelters and kiosks, heavy equipment maintenance facilities and streetscape design.
For the City of Long Beach, LCDG with Goodell Associates, designed the eight light rail stations
serving the Blue Line. The design was inspired by both the city's Art Deco heritage and the Pacific
Electric Red Car logo. Single-loaded and double-loaded platforms were required. Working with the
city's technical advisory committee, the firm also gave urban design advise on overhead structures,
lighting, paving and landscaping. Complementing the station, LCDG also design eighteen bus
shelters and twenty-three kiosks serving the Blue Line.
LCDG has also designed heavy equipment maintenance facilities. Requirements included service
pits, overhead canes, parts and welding areas, testing laboratories, and support offices.
Goodell Associates/La Canada Design Group were also responsible for developing guidelines for
revitalizing the Los Angeles County Music Center and Civic Mall outdoor plazas.

Kenneth Beck is an architect, urban designer and real estate analyst who brings extensive
experience in the market and financial analysis of a wide range of projects. As a planner, financial
and economic analyst, Mr. Beck has conducted market analyses, feasibility studies and preliminary
plans for projects ranging in scale from small downtown parcels to thousand-acre tracts. Mr. Beck
has prepared development plans and specific plans for commercial, residential, industrial and
institutional facilities, for clients that included local governments, redevelopment agencies,
corporations and institutions, and real estate developers.
For both public and private clients, Mr. Beck has served as a consultant to asset management
programs, analyzing current and future needs of the client, identifying surplus property and its
potential uses, and recommending strategies to best meet the client's operational, economic, and
other objectives.
Mr. Beck earned a Master of Architecture from the University of California, Los Angeles, and a
Master of Real Estate Development from the University of Southern California.
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VAN METER
WILLIAMS
POLLACK
ARCHITECTURE

■

URBAN DESIGN

FIRM PROFILE

Van Meter Williams Pollack, is an architecture and urban design firm with over 35 years of combined
design experience in a wide variety of project types including Architecture, Urban design and Planning
focusing on mixed use, pedestrian and transit-oriented developments. These projects range in character
and scale from infill buildings to new mixed- use neighborhoods and revitalization of existing districts to
community plans and new town proposals. They include the City College of San Francisco Master Plan
Design Competition for which we were awarded the first prize, the Morrisania Neighborhood Center
Revitalization, Bronx, N.Y. and the Sand Creek Road Specific Area Plan: a 300 acre mixed use master
plan in Brentwood California. Other experience includes the development of Transit Oriented
Development Guidelines which focus on land use and urban design principles for transit related land
planning and development.
The firm's Architectural experience includes urban infill housing such as the uLandmark Site" an 82 unit,
20,000 s.f. of retail shops, mixed use building in Daly City, California, Notre Dame Plaza, a senior and
family affordable housing development in the Mission District of San Francisco, an adaptive re-use of a
landmark building, the Temescal Neighborhood Center: a mixed use development including Retail,
Office, Livework and residential flats townhomes and daycare, high density residential and mid-rise office
developments, mixed use commercial / retail centers, administration and classroom buildings, libraries
and transit related facilities. Other design experience includes senior housing developments,
community, conference and recreation centers, churches, and custom single-family residences.
The firm has also been involved with numerous non-profit, community and business-based development
organizations. Van Meter Williams Pollack brings a diverse range of knowledge and expertise to each
project, emphasizing coordinated urban design and architecture, focusing on urban infill housing and
mixed use developments.

510 Third Street
Suite 500, Box 15
San Francisco, CA

94107 USA
415.974.5352
FAX .974.5238
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CASE STUDY PROJECT DESIGNS
Vermont/Santa Monica Station (Red Line)
Koning Eizenberg Architects
Los Angeles Community Design Center/Cavaedium
Banon Myers Associates
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1. Approach
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Car Focused

Anywhere, L.A.

METRO: Context Modifier

Car to Pedestrian

71
Pedestrian Focus

Pedestrian comprehensible
framework at
increased density

Neighborhood Focus

Establish within regularized fabric

Neighborhood Identity

Special uses, forms +
pedestrian spaces

Koning Eizenberg Architecture

TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM

Metropolitan Transportation Authority

VERMONT/ SANTA MONICA STATION
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2. Site Strategy/Design
Vermont Ave. & Santa Monica Blvd: Location of Metro RED LINE station scheduled to open
in 1998. Neighborhood characterized as lower-income and multi-ethnic. Existing housing stock
is presently over-crowded. There is a perceived need for additional retail to serve the
neighborhood, including a local grocery store (regional shopping is auto-accessible). Current
street-level retail space is highly occupied. At present, local college has little impact on
intersection.
The discussion that follows represents ideas about development at the site, not definitive
solutions. These ideas are intended to generate discussion that should include community input.
We offer the following criticism and evaluation to help the MTA investigate an appropriate
development strategy

Existing need for housing is already established.
Existing station plaza design is accepted.

The pedestrian frame-work is established with straightforward streets and regularized, comprehensible lot sizes -sites generally comprise two to three standard lots. Sites were sized to be
economical for 3-4 stories of housing over 1 or 2 floors of commercial use over 1 or 2 floors of
subterranean parking. Development assumes reduced parking due to proximity to the station.
Housing contains secured open space and can accommodate a variety of unit types for low/
moderate incomes. Flexible commercial/retail space replaces housing on first floor along Santa
Monica and Vennont. Maximizing housing away from noisy arterials is an urban design goal.
We do not recommend widening the arterials as it contradicts the pedestrian intention, but do
support bus turnout lanes to facilitate traffic flow. We strongly recommend the use of street trees
to reinforce pedestrian street space and soften the views from the residences.
Part of the objective for this standardized development strategy was to minimize time delay risk
to developers and to allow economic opportunity for small as well as large developers .
The following profit and non profit uses are suggested to take advantage of the station location
and enhance neighborhood amenity:
*Active retail- video store, credit union, drugstore, Hollytron, food etc.
*Supermarket/Mercardo concept aimed at pedestrian rather than driving customers.
*Neighborhood retail that provides opportunity for start up entrepreneurs directed at local ethnic markets.
*Entertainment- foreign language movie houses.
*Neighborhood services- medical/ dental offices, vocational training schools, childcare, senior services,
community meeting rooms, Laundromat, casual outdoor spaces, etc.
*Programs to encourage the use of existing open space and classroom/meeting space (such as the
college and schools) located outside the transit zone for local residents supplement neighborhood amenity.

We do not support the college portal location as it disperses pedestrians away from businesses
that could benefit from the potential customers.

-•r

Special forms adjacent to the Metro portal play against the backdrop of dense housing to
highlight special uses such as the mercardo and the community service/mixed use development
(which includes casual open space away from noisy and busy arterial streets). The strategy of
focusing neighborhood identity at the portion of the planned joint development transit zone at
the intersection of Vermont and Santa Monica allows general development on the remainder of
the site. Generally, development is standardized such that there is minimum risk to the
developer. The intent of this strategy is to address community needs up front rather than imbed
them in later developer negotiation. Sites that require special uses and/or attention are
minimized.

Koning Eizenberg Architecture
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4. Perspective
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Koning Eizenberg Architecture
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5. Site Descriptions
SITE I
Metro Portal: Active commercial
around plaza including market stalls,
SRO Hotel and residential define&
activate the plaza Development
concurrent with Metro.

SITE 2
Overlooks College open-space; laterphase residential developments to 5
floors, commercial at grade on
Vermont.
SITE 3
New street inserted to reduce scale of
parcel and create residential opportunities. Comer adjacent Metro developed in first phase as large building
with strong identity - 2 stories retail/
commercial, residential above over 2
stories subterranian parking. Later
phase Santa Monica developments
have commercial at grade, residential
above. New residential street developments have residential at grade

64 Units

33 Units
97 Total

[target 5 5 to 1 1 1 ] • 6 7 Parking spaces

41 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 5,600 sq.ft.

36 Units

Apartment: 5 floors residential with at grade

commercial; 1 level subterranean parking.
parking plus 1 level subterranean parking.
77 Total

[target 38 to 76] • 111 Parking spaces

Santa Monica Blvd.

49 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 12,600 sq.ft.

40 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 8,400 sq.ft.

commercial; 1 level subterranean parking.
commercial; I level subterranean parking.
Residential Street & Vennont

44 Units

Apartment: 5 floors residential; 1 level subterranean

44 Units

Apartment: 5 floors residential; 1 level subterranean

92 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 2 floors

parking.
parking.
commercial (G.F. 40,000 sq.ft., 2nd 43,500 sq.ft.);
2 levels subterranean parking.
269 Total

SITE 4
Site developed first phase for Mercado
(with strong architectural identity and
permeable street front).
SITE 5
Later developments along Santa
Monica to reinforce street front with
at-grade commercial and residential
above to 5 stories.

Hotel Apartment -Single Room Occupancy: 4 floors
over 5,400 sq.ft. commercial. No parking for
residential.
Apartment: 4 floors residential over 4,000 sq.ft.
commercial; 1 level subterranean parking.

[target 223 to 445]• 675 Parking spaces

Commercial only ('Mercado'). 1 story structure
with 38,000 sq.ft. retail over 1 subterranean level of
parking with additional parking and loading at
grade. 169 Parking spaces
48 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 8,400 sq.ft.

48 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 8,400 sq.ft.

36 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 6,000 sq.ft.

commercial; 1 level subterranean parking.
commercial; 1 level subterranean parking.
commercial; I level subterranean parking.

SITE 6
Later development along Vermont to
reinforce street front with at-grade
commercial and residential above to 5
stories.
SITE 7 & 8
Historic Building on Metro comer
used for active commercial (clinic relocated to second floor across Vermont). Later developments place
commercial along Vermont and Santa
Monica with residential above and all
residential on New Hampshire.
Total Area

132 Total

[target 74 to 149] • 195 Parking spaces

64 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 15,000 sq.ft.
commercial; I level subterranean parking.

64 Total

[target 35 to 70] • 67 Parking spaces

18 Units

Apartment: 3 floors residential over 5,000 sq.ft.

62 Units

Apartment: 4 floors residential over 34,500 sq.ft.

commercial; I level subterranean parking.
commercial (including historic building); 1 level
subterranean parking.
80 Total

[target 73 to 147] • 151 Parking spaces

729 Units

[target 5 5 5 to 11 10 Units]
230,000 sq.ft. Commercial

Koning Eizenberg Architecture
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
CASE STUDY: VERMONT/SANTA MONICA STATION
LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER

Goals
The goal of our team, the Los Angeles Community Design Center and Cavaedium,
was to support and enhance the Metro Station and system with opportunities for
increased ridership and services and amenities for Metro users, while strengthening
the existing neighborhood through development of affordable housing, neighborhoodserving retail and community services. Avoiding displacement and gentrification
were important to us in developing this plan.
Context
The plan area consists of 600,000 square feet in eight development parcels on all four
corners of Santa Monica Boulevard and Vermont Avenue. The neighborhood
immediately around these sites is home to a large number of very low-income people,
many of whom are recent immigrants. Almost thirty percent do not have access to a
car. Many of the housing units are severely overcrowded, with large families living
in studio or one-bedroom apartments. This is a neighborhood of low-density housing
with high-density residents. Although the ethnic composition of the residents has
changed over the past ten years, the "portal" nature of the community has not.
From conversations with several social service agencies active in the neighborhood,
including El Rescate and Hollywood Sunset Community Clinic we learned that the
residents expressed need for more affordable housing, access to a large supermarket
with lower prices, and interest in moving the swap meets that provide most of the
affordable shopping for the residents out of the warehouse buildings into the open air
or smaller shops.
Major Ideas
The key points of our plan include:
o

Develop a secondary network of public open courts and interior circulation that
allows neighborhood residents to access shops and services without using busy
major streets; network also provides public spaces for open-air market, blurred
pedestrian and vehicular boundaries, and skycourts. This secondary circulation
system would be active day and night as the main access to the housing units
above, direct access to commercial uses and restaurants.

26

o

Better utilize Los Angeles Community College as a community facility. LACC
has underused open athletic facilities and offers extensive community services
courses. Proposed to eliminate the second Metro entrance at LACC so students
would be drawn down to the corner and be better integrated into the
community. We also vacated a portion of Willowbrook Street to provide for
open space connection to LACC and Metro Station, and extended the
Community Services facilities along Vermont with a building adjacent to the
bleacher structure.

o

In order to preserve this as a viable low income neighborhood create a serviceenriched neighborhood. The plan creates spaces for child care, mobile medical
clinics from the nearby hospitals, youth center, employment services, and
recreational services.

o

The pedestrian uses in the neighborhood should be enhanced. Reducing the
width of the sidewalk to ten feet is too harsh for Vermont and Santa Monica.
Propose to maintain fifteen foot wide sidewalks.

o

Proposed phasing of development would have some of the retail/housing sites
be under development ahead of, or concurrently with Metro Station, in order
to avoid displacement, provide relocation opportunities for residential and
commercial tenants who plan to remain in the neighborhood, and to have
expanded retail and service opportunities in place when Metro Station opens.

The Plan
Overall, we propose developing three stories of residential over one story of
commercial or social service space. The proposed parking ratios are lower, while
density is higher, than the community plan would allow without the transit access.
0

Commercial
The plan includes 300,000 square feet of commercial space, with parking
at three spaces per 1000 square feet. Proposed commercial includes
Metro riders and campus-oriented uses such as newsstands, fast foods
and coffee shops, but mainly focuses on neighborhood-serving retail such
as a supermarket, drug store, dry cleaners and shoe repair. The
supermarket would be accessible to pedestrians, Metro riders and cars,
located in the most dense residential block. We also envisioned a
combination of outdoor and indoor spaces along the secondary streets
that would house swap meet vendors and provide a more accessible
pedestrian environment than the two major streets. In addition, small
retail spaces would provide opportunities for recent immigrants such as
specialty groceries, and dressmaking or other small businesses. Some of
the commercial spaces will be included in housing units adjacent to the
major streets as live/work housing opportunities.
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o

Housing
The plan provides for a minimum of 595 units, at 43 dwelling units per
acre. This assumes that the units are primarily three or four bedroom
units for large families. If more of the units were smaller the density
could increase all the way up to 1,240 units at 89 per acre. We strongly
emphasized larger units so as to avoid replicating the overcrowding
problems of the area. Parking is provided at one space per unit, with
some shared parking that could be used by residents or by
commercial/service/Metro users.
The proposed housing units are mainly affordable rental units for large
families. Some will be smaller one or two-bedroom units, and some
live/work spaces and intergenerational housing would also be an asset
to the community. The three stories of housing would be terraced
around open courtyards that would provide usable open space for the
residents.

0

Social Services
The services in the plan include a large neighborhood-scale child care
center that could provide care to children of low income residents,
Metro riders, workers and students. This center could be connected to
a number of smaller family-day-care facilities in the residential
complexes that could serve infants and younger children. Immediately
adjacent to the child care center is a large open space that could used
by the center and neighborhood residents.
Other services include a youth center linked to the recreational facilities
at LACC, a community center, space for a mobile health clinic, spaces
for educational and job training programs, and recreational services.

0

Open Space
The public open space is concentrated in landscaped plazas at the four
corners of the Vermont and Santa Monica. Open landscaped spaces are
also integrated in the secondary street system, providing a large area for
the open air market and community events. Private open space is part
of each of the residential complexes, occurring at the second level and
above for security and to provide distance from the street noise.
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Vermont/Santa Monica Station

Vermont/Santa Monica Metro Red
Line Station

trian realm but doesn't necessarily in
itself create a pedestrian friendly area.

Development Case Study
Introduction

Accessible pedestrian traffic is the key to
the success of a transit system. Pedestrians must feel safe in the public realm of
the st.ation and surrounding streets, and
must perceive that the required walking
distances are reasonable with relatively
few obstacles. The phrase "pedestrian
oriented neighborhood" is used liberally
in current planning policy documents
with little detailed elaboration or
definition. Introducing a subway
station, providing a plaza or widening a
sidewalk may contribute to the pedes-

Key Issues

The following list of issues outlines the
team's priorities and approach to the
planning and design of the Sant.a
Monica and Vermont Station area.
1. Pedestrian Priority
Design of the public realm is based on a
general policy which makes pedestrian
movement a priority in the area. The
policy does not necessarily involve
actions to slow down or interfere with
automobile traffic, however automobile
attrition will be a side effect and is
perfectly appropriate within the
Vermont Avenue context. Some
strategies in this regard are:

In looking at the Vermont/Santa
Monica Station area, our team has been
interested in defining strategies and
design principles for development
which help to create a true walking area
around the station - a place where
pedestrian movement in the public
realm is the priority. These pedestrian
design issues need to be addressed in
detail because in Los Angeles, it can't be
assumed that anyone is familiar with the
qualities of a pedestrian-oriented area.

It is also important to describe a
pedestrian-oriented approach to the
planning and design of the area, as a

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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introducing a landscaped median
on Vermont Avenue
increasing sidewalk width co 15 to
20 feet on main streets if necessary
introducing well marked mid-block
crosswalks where necessary
introducing a pedestrians-only
signal phase at Santa Monica and
Vermont with diagonal crosswalks
improving sidewalk lighting with
warm-colored, lower-height,
closely-spaced street lamps
introducing landscape trees at a 20
to 30 foot spacing
introducing attractive street
furniture - particularly in association with transit use (bus shelters,
benches, trash receptacles)
opening a new street through the
retail superblock at the northeast
quadrant of the intersection to
break up the block for pedestrians
and more mixed use development.

strong objection to the recent Los
Angeles Department ofTransit
(I.ADOT) decision to widen the
Vermont Avenue right-of-way and
roadway, and narrow the sidewalks. As
the route north for the Metro Red Line,
Vermont Avenue can become the "main
street" for a new series of pedestrian
oriented neighborhoods. It is contradictory and wasteful to make such a
huge public investment in pedestrianoriented transit infrastructure on the
one hand, while LADOT gets approval
to effectively turn the main street into a
freeway. Widening Vermont Avenue is
like designing the transit system for
failure in the area.

In order to maximize pedestrian traffic
flow through the station area to the
principal portal and to gain the added
security of a well-travelled entrance, the
secondary portal proposed at the
northeast corner of the I.ACC campus
is eliminated. The portal was redundant as it fell within the same intersection quadrant as the principal portal
and simply served to reduce potential
pedestrian traffic along the west side of
Vermont. The advantage of a secondary portal for the station would be to
provide direct access from the east side
ofVermont, eliminating the need to
cross a major street to enter the station.

"
0

"'
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2. Importance ofexisting community
and community infrastructure
All development proposed for the
station area should be based on the
needs, the scale, and the positive
charaaeristics of the existing community. This means that in principle,
existing housing stock, existing historic
buildings and existing retail activities
should be maintained and improved
through new development. There is
plenty of underutilized land in the
station area to develop without interfering extensively with successful existing
resources.
The proposal addresses these concerns
through a number of different design
strategies:
• building massing places highest
densities on open properties at the
principal station portal and along
main streets. Building heights and
densities step down at increased
distance from the intersection to
address existing densities and
building form configurations on side
streets.
• new development is proposed as
incremental in the form of infill
projects. The proposed scale of
development is small (with one or
two exceptions involving retail
development in the northeast
quadrant, and a high-rise housing
development at the station portal),

allowing for investment by small-scale
community developers. The proposal
presents a series of infill housing
prototypes responding to a variety of
development contexts throughout the
station area.
• new retail development is oriented to
the local community, providing small
streetfi-ont shops and an open-air
"farmer's market" beside the new
supermarket which can provide
economic opportunity for local
entrepreneurs without a high capital
investment.

3. lmportance ofthe public realm
In order to achieve the pedestrian
objectives, the public realm must be
clearly defined and perceived as safe.
• there is a simple distinction between
public and private space in the plan,
with a clear orientation of the public
face of all development to the street.
All building entrances are located on
the public street, at grade. The
private aspect of residential buildings
is oriented away from the street, and
is clearly the realm of building
residents.
• buildings and the massing of buildings define the public realm on both
main streets and secondary streets.
Along Vermont Avenue, buildings
hold the property line and give a
sense of enclosure to the street.
Along Santa Monica, buildings have a
consistent setback co give a sense of
open space co the street sidewalk and
to accommodate special street
activities such as cafes, and farmer's
market activities.

4.A mix ofresidential and retail land

uses
A good mix of residential land uses
coordinated with retail and neighborhood service land uses will be essential
to the overall success of pedestrian
orientation in the station area.
• housing will be the basic generator of
pedestrian traffic in the area, and
should be encouraged at medium
densities which will increase the
population in the station area while
still allowing for generally low-rise,
grade-related building forms.
• retail uses should be located along
both Vermont and Santa Monica at
grade to create interest along sidewalks for pedestrians, and to animate
the sidewalk with another level of
activity which will increase the
general perception of safety on the
street. All retail should be accessed
directly from the street. The
predominant form of retail should be
small-scale and neighborhoodorienced, such as dry cleaners, video
rentals, newsstands, coffee shops, and
specialty food shops.
• larger-scale retail development in the
northeast quadrant is oriented co the
street with parking structured in the
block interior. A full range of services
- supermarket, drugstore, farmer's
market, community center, and
second floor community service
offices are located on the block,
providing easy access to a full range of
essential services within easy walking
distance of the station portal.
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Site Plan

The site pl.an illustrates the distribution ofdevelopment around the principal station portal at the intersection ofSanta Monica
and Vermont. Mixed use building types placing housing over retail define the main street co"idors while wwer-density housing
types are placed on secondary streets. Parking is shared among different uses in adjoining buildings and can be built incrementally along with new development. The generalform is a parking structure on two or three levels at the block interior with
pedestrian access routes through to the street at grade level. A larger parking structure is centered in the block at the northeast
intersection ofSanta Monica and Vermont to accommodate the l.arge scale retail needs on the block and to accommodate some
ofthe overflow needs ofadjacent blocks. The tower next to the principal station portal has underground parking.
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Podium Block

Tower

Santa Monica Blvd.

Metro Plaza and Portal

South - North Section through Metro Plaza

I
I

Parking

Vermont Avei:aue
Bar Building

Po~umBlo~
'
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Parking
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Metro Station

West - East Section through Vermont Avenue
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The Sectional Diagrams

The two sectional diagrams illustrate building types and massing close to the principal station portal The North South Section
through the Metro Plaui shows the Metro entrance, the square with retail along the west side, the tower next to the square and
the lower-rise housing over retail (podium block) south ofthe square. The West-East Section through Vermont Avenue shows
the framing ofthe Avenue with 6 storey mixed use buildings with housing over retail at grade. The section shows the proposed
landscaped median down Vermont, and illustrates public access through passageways to the parking structures located behind
the buildings.
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Aerial Perspective

The aerial perspective gives a sense ofthe bui/,ding massing - the concentration in density closest to the intersection ofSanta
Monica Boulevard and Vermont Avenue at the station portal A single tower buil.ding marks the plaza at the station portal
and the tallest mixed use buil.dings front on th!' major streets. BuiUings step down in height and density at increasing distance
from the intersection to mix with the low rise neighborhoods surrounding the station area.

Development Statistics Table

The faluJwing Table quantifies the neu, development proposed in the site plan. Site numbers I through 8 refer to specifu
development sites proposed by the 1\fTA in the briefing notes far this case study. In total, approximately 765 dwelling units,
200,000 sq. ft. ofretail development and 70,000 sq. ft. ofoffice development are proposed in the plan.
Total Site
GFA Area (s.f.) New (s.f.)

<

"'

FAR

Retail
Area (s.f.)

Office
Area (s.f.)

SW Quadrant
Site 1 and Site 2

102,002

255,500

2.5

24,250

19,250

NE Quad.rant
Site 3

242,516

306,800

1.3

64,700

50,000

SE Quadrant
Site 4
Site 5
Site 6

60,882
81,085
38,130

127,500
124,000
112,500

2.1
1.5
3.0

NW Quadrant
Site 7 and Site 8

79,881

144,500

604,496

1,070,800

TOTAL

Commun- Res. UPA
ity Center Units
Area (s.f.)

Parking
Spaces

200

85

240

160

29

500

25,500
31,000
21,500

100
100
85

72
48

110
190
100

1.8

29,000

120

67

160

1.8

195,950

765

55

1,300

69,250

28,000

28,000
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CASE STUDY PROJECT DESIGNS
Willow Street (Blue Line)
Johannes Van Ti/burg & Panners
Metcalfe & Mutlow, Architecture, Urban Design and Planning
KDG Architecture and Planning
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JOHANNES VAN TILBURG &· PARTNERS
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND SUMMARY .
April 1, 1993
The design premise of Willow Street Station is phased, transit-based mixed-use development, centered around a_ much needed
neighborhood market and shopping place. Paramount to the task of evolving an urban place conveying not only vitality, but also a
sense of security and livability, is the careful integration of a variety of users. Commuters, neighborhood shoppers, employees from
adjacent institutional facilities, and residents meet here as a community. This proposal suggests the project becomes the critical hinge
between a neighborhood and its transportation system.
The bridge over Long Beach Boulevard not only links pedestrians from the hospital site with the Transit development, but also serves
as a primary marker and gateway to and from North Long Beach. The proposed design was conceived of as a complete block, bookending a central marketplace, and focusing more tntense development and higher living densities on the north-south arteries of Long
Beach Boulevard and Pacific Avenue. To ensure interaction between diverse users without exclusion of vehicles, a single, centrally
located motor plaza is proposed. The motor plaza terminates axially with a landscaped walk street.

PROJECT SUMMARY

PARCEL

PHASE

Parcel A

I

Parcel B

II

Efilce_l C

Ill

Totals

MTA

RESIDENTIAL

UNITS

RETAIL
COMMERCIAL
25,900 s.f.

-

226,800 s.f.

216

76,500 s.f.

64,000 s.f.

88

20 000 s.f.

290,800 s.f.

304

122,400 s.f.

MARKET

DRUGSTORE

DAYCARE

25,000 s.f.

5,000 s.f.

50,000 s.f.

50,000 s.f.

25,000 s.f.

5,000 s.f.

OFFICES

TOTALS

PARKING

105,900 s.f.

388 cars

303,300 s.f.

662 cars

6 000 s.f.

90 000 s.f.

254 cars

6,000 s.f.

499,200 s.f.

1,304 cars

WILLOW STREET STATION
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WILLOW STATION
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Transit-Based Housing Case Study Design Symposium
LAMTA • Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority
NTRAC • National Transit Access Center
LBCRA • Community Redevelopment Agency, City of Long Beach, California

Ksyssr Marston Associates Inc. Real Estate Predevelopment & Evaluation Services

METCALFE & MUTLOW
Architecture, Urban Design and Planning
April 8, 1993
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PROJECT APPROACH
The Metro Blue Line Transit Station and contiguous subject site at Willow Street and Long Beach Blvd.offers several major opportunities to demonstrate the benefits of
urban mixed-use and new transit-related housing development. The urban economic, social, and transportation related demands tor such development are well established.
As designers, we have synthesized the following strategic planning and design principles and tactics in our approach to shapmg the development scheme, land use, activity
and circulation patterns, in relation to the given conditions of the site, context, and commercial mixed-use, housing and building programs:

• Recognize and engage the existing geometries, intrinsic contextual patterns and physical relationships of the surrounding urban fabric;
seek responsive patterns and relationships, incorporate circulation "vectors" with transit ridership circulation paths, the most
direct path to and from the Park & Ride stall in particular, organize activity nodes in conjunction with paths, sightline considerations,
and other formal or locational influences which may act upon the site and the organization of the building program. In particular, the
Willow site, representing the north major "anchor" activity node of the Long Beach Redevelopment corridor, the concept of a broad,
palm lined Esplanade running from Willow Station south to Downtown, and the 30160 triangular "vector" linking LBMH with the
subject site are examples.
• Along the same lines, recognize and capitalize on the strong sense of urban gateway/city entry created by the flanking of the tree
mass and open space resource of Veterans Memorial Park, the figural building mass of LBMH, and the slight topographic slope down
south bound on Long Beach Blvd. with the Downtown skyline visible beyond.
• Organize housing programs into proven viable product types and mix, establish densities of types and mix in relationship to the
emergent on-site geometric patterns of land use zones/"districts': and pathways for people, vehicles, and services.Given the
opportunity for transit-related housing, give consideration to maximizing densities and access in safe and comfortable proximity to the
station, while reinforcing the sense of threshold of neighborhood & "district" as secure and quasi-public, articulated from the overtly
public realm by buffering and/or vertical separation, and to a certain extent, concern for defensible space/community & privacy.
• Establish priorities tor housing assemblage and orientation, market considerations of product type & mix with a wide range of
flexibility of sizes, affordability, and architectural vocabulary, thereby helping to establish distinct places, plazas, niches & paseos,
active & contemplative outdoor places in relationship to paths for people, organize activity, building programs, and physical form,
entrances, and vertical circulation lobbies & vestibules, create a sense of address with separate vehicular motor court, resident and
guest entries and access, all to reinforce the creation of a sense of place with a clear focus of identity and purpose.
• Use retail activity for maximum effect in creating and reinforcing the sense of place, even to the extent of breaking rules and
conventions regarding sightline exposures of shop fronts to off-site trade, consider on-site trade accessibility as well as the larger
neighborhood convenience trade area, which is presently underserved in the case of the Willow site.
• Emphasize and capitalize on shared parking relationships and programs in response to differing peak use periods daily, given the large
and growing numbers of park & ride commuters and the economies of scale to gained with 1000 car plus parking structure
construction, operating, and maintenance costs. The Willow Transit station AM peak ridership are presently converging to park &
ride from spill-over side residential streets, due to the lack of parking at Wardlow and the Long Beach Blue Line stations closer to
Downtown.
• Additional issues & opportunities, strategic planning & design principles are addressed in the Concept Diagrams which follow, and there
are others which we have not yet addressed. This site and the community call for development qualities of the highest order available
today.
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TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
WIUOW STREET STATION SITE
KDG ARCHITECTIJRE & PLANNING
KDG DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING
A major thrust of our concept is to utilize the station site as a focal point for pedestrian activity.
The concept proposes two plazas which provide linkages between the station site and
surrounding hospital uses, the school, existing and planned retail uses, and new residential uses.
This mixed-use development program was designed to reflect the unique physical, social and
cultural characteristics of the adjacent community.
Based on the analysis of the design opportunities and constraints, the following series of
overriding principles were developed for the Willow Street Station Site which lay the foundation
for the master plan concept.

OVERRIDING PLANNING PRINCIPLES
Provide housing opportunities which serve to enhance and stabilize the community
Encourage the development of local-serving retail uses which are currently not available
to neighborhood residents and transit users
Design for a secure environment
Create linkages between the station site, planned and existing retail uses, and hospital
uses
Build upon the existing park and future school playground to enhance project amenities
Provide additional park and ride facilities for transit users

MASTER PLAN CONCEPT

Housing

The concept includes two types of family housing, rental and ownership. Twostory apartment units feature a subterranean parking garage. Ownership units
feature a two-story townhome configuration, each with private gardens. Unit sizes
range from one to three bedrooms. The project will include private recreation
space for the residential community and child care facilities.

Retail

The retail component of the project includes a full-service grocery store, drug
store, and smaller community-serving retail uses. These retail uses are intended
to serve the local residents, transit users, and hospital employees.

Plazas

Public plazas and bridges are created to link the project with the hospital uses to
the northeast and the residential community to the south. Pedestrian access
between these two plaza areas is facilitated by a north to south promenade which
traverses the site.

Parking

Separate parking is provided to serve the transit station, residential uses, and retail
uses. A 1,400 car subterranean garage is designed for access from Willow Street
and 27th Street. Parking for an additional 200 cars will be provided at-grade level.
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CASE STUDY PROJECT DESIGNS
El Monte (Metrolink)
Frederick Fisher, Architect/Cordoba C01poration
Goodell Associates/La Canada Design Group/Ken Beck
Van Meter Williams Pollack/Martinez Associates
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Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects

This proposal is a modest housing and retail strategy with a multi-functional community space linked to,
but not depending on, the new Metrolink Station in El Monte. The housing is a logical extension of the
existing fabric creating a multi-dimensional, livable community in support of existing downtown retail
street (Valley Mall). In response to the lack of public open space and parks in El Monte, we have created
an extension of the arroyo from the Rio Hondo through to Valley Mall with such disparate activities as
soccer field, allotment gardens, nature walk, community room, farmer's market/swap meet/circus site,
adult school, ceremonial garden, and so on. This provides community and city amenities, increases
attractiveness and reinforces the central business district.
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
1.

Create a spectrum of primarily for-sale housing types at a density appropriate to a suburban
center.
Extend existing residential fabric by adding a distinct but related neighborhood
Create a critical mass of housing to shore up adjacent commercial space along Valley
Mall
26.7 d.u./acre (with hotel and S.R.O.)

2.

Establish community open space
Link transit, Valley Mall commercial area, major community green space
Rehabilitate landmark mill structure as a public use
Provide community and neighborhood uses -- community room, night school annex, day
care, recreation, restaurants
Provide major community open space with varied functions: recreation, cultural and
natural history, transient markets and ceremonies, gardening

3.

Promote flexible commercial uses
Encourage day/night, weekday/weekend, permanent/transient mix of uses
Augment and reinforce Valley Mall with retail spur and public park
Support transit passengers and residents by creating a destination

4.

Marketability of Housing
Promote economic mobility through investment in single family dwellings
Transit, retail, recreation interconnection
Encourages individual identity through separate houses and articulated town houses
Accommodates traditional and non-traditional families: extended, single-parent, etc.
Small development increments for gradual phasing and multiple developers

TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL ~fO:t\:1E METROLI'.'-."K STATIO~

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL ~IO::-.."TE METROLI~X STATION

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL I\fO::,JTE :\JETROLINK STATIO~

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL .\'101'..TE ~fETROLil'..X STATIO:\'

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL ~ro:-n·E ~1ETROLI::--..x STATIO~

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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TRANSIT BASED HOUSING SYMPOSIUM
EL 110:--TE ~fETROLl:'ilZ STATIO~

Frederick Fisher, Architect
Cordoba Corporation
Burton & Spitz, Landscape Architects
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EL MONTE VILLAGE CENTER
Where the train meets the town.
The El Monte Metrolink station and its relationship
to Valley Mall - El Monte's commercial core - can senre
. as a powerful stimulus to the development of an urban
neighborhood and the creation of a true urban village that
includes transit-based housing in the heart of the Los
Angeles region.
The introduction of a significant residential neighborhood of upwards of 1200 persons - mostly wage earners
- will stimulate the retail core along Valley Mall and create
demand for additional community retail senrices, dining
and entertainment uses that, taken together, will result in an
active and vital 18-hour village center.
The economic, social and cultural importance of
creating housing priced to retain local young adults as they
leave their parents' homes to begin work cannot be overemphasized. Therefore the housing must be priced at the most
affordable possible level.
This unique neighborhood will be comprised
largely of workers, singles, doubles and couples, some with

small children or an elderly parent, and mostly young.
Many will choose this location because of its pedestrian
scale and immediate access to commercial and entertainment uses. They will bring significant market support for
goods and senrices by generating over $5 million in annual
taxable sales - much of which can be captured in the
immediate vicinity.
Metrolink and the R TD bus terminal also senre as
a powerful market attraction, as these residents will have
immediate access to the regional transit system, which
brings this community to within 20 minutes of downtown
Los Angeles.
The El Monte village center is a new urban
prototype that could find application at many suburban
centers senred by the Metrolink, light rail and bus systems.
Planning must be undertaken immediately to
ensure that unique housing opportunities, such as the El
Monte village center, are presenred and that proper zoning,
development guidelines and incentives are structured to
stimulate these developments.

The El Monte Promenade, linking transit, neighborhood services and housing with the Valley Mall

MTA SYMPOSIUM
TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING

GOODELL ASSOCIATES
LA CANADA DESIGN GROUP
with KENNETH BECK
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING IN A SUBURBAN CENTER
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SITE-SPECIFIC CONCEPTS
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Cross-Section through Transit Station, Pedestrian Crossing and El Monte Promenade
El Monte Village Center• MTA Transit-Based Housing Symposium
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TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING PROGRAM
2 St Townhome

Toe housing program for the sites would accommodate up to 650 rental units ranging in size from 550 square
feet for studio apartments to 1400 square feet for 3 bedroom
family units. The allocation of units is 15% studio, 30% 1bedroom, 40% 2-bedroom, and 15% 3-bedroom. Construe. tion would be 3-story Type V over subterranean parking, at
an average density of 35 to 40 units per acre.
Three housing prototypes have been designed to
address different edge conditions within the neighborhood.
Type A orients directly to the promenade.

Housing Type A

Type B incorporates ground-level work space
oriented to Tyler.
Type C, located along Valley Boulevard and
rail edges, orients entries onto the project's
semi-public, interior common areas.

Apt
Apt

Retail/Loft

Housing Type B

PHASING

Phase 1 is bounded by
Monterey and Enter to
complete both sides of the
promenade as an initial
project. Transit parking
remains south of tracks, in
transitional lots.
' - - - - - - - - - - . - - 1 210 units.

Apt
Apt
Apt

Phase 1

Phase 2 develops the

Housing Type C

westerly swing site for
housing or expanded
commercial. Transit
parking moves north of
the tracks.
225 units.
Phase 2

Phase 3 develops both
sides of Tyler Street,
including the swing site on
the western side of Tyler.
210 units.

Phase 3

Housing Type Locations
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STATION AREA PLAN
The Station Area Plan extends the
existing framework of streets and
pedestrian paths to connect the
Metrolink Station, to the Valley Mall,
with a variety of shops, offices and
residences. This urban fabric reaches
out to embrace the new medium density
residential neighborhoods which hold
many housing types from senior and
ARCHITECTURE

SRO housing to townhomes, and small
lot single family homes.
Valley
Boulevard is the focus of mixed use
commercial and residential buildings.
The neighborhood park, transit plaza
and commercial green are linked by the
pedestrian promenade to both the valley
mall and El Monte Metrolink Station.

■

URBAN QESIGN
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PLANNING DIAGRAM
The planning for a pedestrian and
transit oriented community must focus
on the circulation paths or connections
and interfaces or relationships between
uses and building types. The El Monte
Metrolink Station Area Plan creates a
pedestrian spine from the station plaza
to the valley mall and neighborhood
park beyond. Automobile access to the
residential quarters is limited to
ARCl-•ITECTl,RE

non-pedestrian paths via alleyways and
narrow streets.
The relationships
between the pedestrian, the mix of uses
(shops, offices and residences) and
building types (podiums, stoops and
entries) and the circulation of auto
(transit, commercial and residential
circulation and parking) are critical to
the success of a pedestrian/transit
oriented community.
■
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PEDESTRIAN AND TROLLEY PROMENADE
and
STATION PLAZA
Pedestrian access to the Transit
Station must be of a people scale, with
arcades, awnings, lighting, stoops and
porches and signs which reinforce and
celebrate the pedestrian. The walk
should be direct and convenient and it
should be lined with a variety of
activities such as shops and residences
ARCHlTECTLRE

for security and convenience. The
station design should be a •robust•
symbol of transit, and take advantage
of the gathering of people, creating a
plaza surrounded by a mixture of shops
and restaurants which tailor to the
transit rider as well as the surrounding
neighborhood.
■
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RESIDENTIAL OPEN SPACE
and
VALLEY BOULEVARD MIXED USE CORRIDOR
Valley Boulevard will transition toward
a mixed use corridor with retail street
frontage and high density housing
above. The RTD buses will drop off
Metrolink rail passengers, as well as
Valley Mall shoppers. The ground floor
retail will reinforce the Valley Mall as
a destination shopping location.
ARCHITECTl.:RE

i

The residential neighborhoods will focus
on small intimate parks and landscaped
walks. The semi-private walk between
•tuckunder• townhomes shows the
quality of space and residential living
possible at a medium density which is
able to support transit.

■
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DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE TRACKS
and
RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD
Development along the tracks requires
unique uses and building types to
mitigate noise and vibration and buffer
parking structures from the adjacent
Livework residents along the
uses.
tracks and single aspect apartments
fronting the parking structure will
mitigate the difficult track environment
ARCHITECTL,AE

and present a residential face to
thesurrounding community. Alleys
allow for greater density without
sacrificing the streetscape to the
garage door, and "granny flats" above
the garages and "tuckunder• townhomes
provide medium density living with a
single family quality to the quarters.
■
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4
PHASING

Phase 1 introduces medium . density
residential quarters, ownership and
rental which adds commercial vitality
and instills neighborhood commitment.

Phase 2 creates the new station plaza
and the pedestrian and mixed use spinal
connection to the Valley mall, providing
a sense of place for transit.

Phase 3 develops a high density mixed
use commercial and residential focus
along Valley Boulevard including SRO
Housing and parking structures for
transit and commercial uses.

Phase 4 completes the infill of the
surrounding residential quarters and
commercial corridor with a mix of
rental and for sale housing and parks,
shops, offices and parking structures.

ARCHITECTUFH

■
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neighborhoods are identified by compact
development that provides for a full range of
economic and social services, including
housing, ground-floor retail, community and
entertainment facilities, grocery stores and
cafes. Moreover, these areas contain safe
and clean environments with attractive
settings far living and working.
By integrati,ng life around transit, the City of
Los Angeles has the opportuniry to reduce automobile congestion and consequently to better the
City's air quality, provide a more efficient land
use pattern and create a better quality oflife for
all Los Angeles residents.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Ridership Strategy, Parking and Traffic Circulation, Equity, Economic Development, and Community Facilities elements. These elements regulNTRODUCTION During the next 30 years, the
late the land use and circulation patterns linked
City of Los Angeles will be the hub of the largest
to the transit system.
transit public works project in the United States.
The development of this system-over 400 0BJEC11VES Among the objectives of the promiles-will take place during phases of eco- posed Land Use-Transportation Policy are to:
nomic upturns and downturns. Nevertheless, a
vast regional transportation network, including • Focus future growth of the City around transit
rail and bus public transit systems, carefully stanons.
integrated and coordinated, will be created to • Increase land use intensity in transit station
serve the growing population and economy of areas.
the Los Angeles region. This transportation • Create a pedestrian oriented environment in
network will extend to outlying areas as far context of an enhanced urban environment.
distant as Ventura and San Bernardino Counties.
• Accommodate mixed commercial/ residential
The City of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles use development.
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(LACMTA) have initiated a cooperative plan- • Provide for places of employment.
ning effort to develop an integrated policy ad- • Provide a wide variety ofhousing for a substandressing land use, transportation and air quality tial portion of the projected Citywide populaissues related to the regional transportation sys- tion.
tem. An integrated rail and bus transit system • Reduce reliance on the automobile.
creates a unique opportunity for the City to
address the challenge of providing for local growth, The public transit system will contribute sigsupporting economic vitality, improving local air nificantly to the economy of the City, attracting
quality, relieving traffic congestion and provid- private investment and contributing to neighing a full range of housing opportunities while borhood revitalization. The public transportamaintaining and improving the City's quality of tion system will link the City's designated Center
life. A land use-transportation policy offers the Study Areas, the City's neighborhoods, major
City and the LACMTA the ability to ensure the places of employment, of public assembly and
success of the regional transportation system by recreation, schools, universities and institutions.
using land use patterns that support transit riderORGAN1ZATION OF THE DocUMENT The following
ship and revenue capture opportunities. New
section contains an outline of the principles that
public and private strategies are essential to maxihave guided preparation of the document. Promize the benefits of the extensive public investposed policy follows, covering the eight elements
ment in building a regional transportation sysof:
tem.
• Land Use
Adoption ofthe Land Use-Transportation Policy
does not modify or change the City's General • Housing
Plan or zoning. The Policy should be used by • Urban Design
decision-makers for discretionary project review.
• Ridership strategy
PURPOSE The Land Use-Transportation Policy
• Parking and Traffic Circulation
provides the framework to guide future development around transit station areas. The Policy • Equity
includes Land Use, Housing, Urban Design,
• Economic Development and Community
2
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Participation
• Community Facilities
Next, Transit Station Area Prototypes, outlined
as follows, are described with reference to potential future neighborhood characteristics acquired
through implementation of this Policy.
MAJOR URBAN CENTER The Major Urban Center is located in the densely developed urban core
or Central Business District. Land use is largely
commercial.
URBAN COMPLEX The Urban Complex is characterized by linear commercial/office developmentalongcorridorswithm~edand/oradjacent
residential uses.
MAJOR Bus CENTER The Major Bus Center
contains a mix of land uses and is identified by
the high ridership bus line intersections of the
twenty bus routes most patronized.
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER The Neighborhood
Center contains a commercial and residential
mix. These areas are characterized by commercial, educational, entertainment or other activities that cater to the surrounding residential
commumty.
REGIONALISUBURBAN CENTER The Regional/
Suburban Center serves the outlying Los Angeles
communities. These areas contain a mix of
parking/commuter services, commercial, residential, entertainment and/or other activities,
and are planned and connected to the greater
region.
INDUSTRIAL "COMPLEX The Industrial Complex
is characterized by large scale development required by wholesale, manufacturing, warehousing, shipping, and other purposes.
Implementation strategy follows, partly tailored
to the Transit Station Area Prototypes, such as by
applying proposed Transit Oriented Districts
and new zoning designations to transit centers
and station areas or preparing urban design guidelines appropriate to the character of individual
commumnes.

3
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The Land Use-Transportation Policy is a longterm strategy for integrating land use, housing,
transportation and environmental policies into
the development of a city form that complements and maximizes the utilization ofthe region's
transit system. The Guiding Principles of Land
Use-Transportation Policy are to:
• Increase transit ridership and maximize the use
and efficiency of Los Angeles' rail and bus uansit
systems.
• Distribute housing, employment and public
transit opportunities equitably for all social and
economic groups.
• Establish uansit centers and station areas as
places where future growth of Los Angeles is
focused.
• Develop and apply urban design standards to
ensure the development of a high-quality and
safe and secure urban environment.
• Provide open space and recreational space
around transit station areas.
• Develop compact quality pedestrian oriented
mixed-use neighborhoods within walking distance to rail transit stations and other transit
centers.
• Reflect the unique cultural and physical identity of each community.
• Promote private sector development in rail
and ocher transit centers to maximize public
investment.
• Improve the public health and environment
by reducing emission of air pollution from automobiles by creating a more efficient urban form.
• Preserve limited open space.
• Promote easy and efficient access for transit
patron mode transfers.

4
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LAND USE-TRANSPORTATION
POLICY

• For Secondary Influence Areas, adopt zoning
co create a transition in scale, height, and density
between 1/4-mile and 1/2-mile of transit stations, as·specified in the matrices.

The Land Use-Transportation Policy consists of
the following eight elements. These eight elements provide the development guidelines for
neighborhoods within a 1/2-mile distance of
transit stations. These neighborhoods are defined by a Primary Influence Area of 1/4-mile
radius from the transit station, and a Secondary
Influence Area that serves as an area of transition
and extends to a 1/2-mile radius from the transit
Statton.

• Adopt aMaster Environmental Impact Report
for each TOD.
• Adopt restrictions on automobile-reliant land
uses, such as gas stations and car dealerships, to
. . .
.
m1mm1ze car cnps.
• Facilitate the development of uses directly
related co the needs of the surrounding community, such as convenient neighborhood oriented
retail and personal services.
• Facilitate the creation of community gardens or landscaping on publicly-and privately-owned vacant land
as mtenm uses until development
occurs.

HOUSING
The intent of the Housing policy is
to increase the supply of new housing for all income groups that is
accessible to transit and to provide a
high quality living environment.

1/4 mile radius

1/2 mile radius

• New housing construction shall
include affordable units.

LAND USE

The intent of the Land Use policy is co concen- • Accommodate substantial future housing protrate mixed commercial/residential uses, neigh- duction in and around transit station areas.
borhood-oriented retail, employment opportunities, and civic and quasi-public uses around • Provide a broad range of new housing units
affordable to a mix of household incomes in
transit stations.
TOD's.
• Designate Transit Oriented Districts (TO D's)
at each transit station that include Primary and • Preserve housing affordability in Primary and
Secondary Influence Areas as defined in the Secondary Influence Areas through rehabilitation housing programs and replacement housing
matrices.
of those existing residential units that are demol• Adopt minimum and maximum levels of ished.
densities/intensities of development in TOD's
• Adopt incentives for multi-family housing
consistent with neighborhood prototypes.
preservation and production in Primary Influ• Concentrate higher densities and intensities of ence Areas as specified in the matrices.
land use in Primary Influence Areas.
• For the Primary Influence Areas, provide URBAN DESIGN
incentives for development as specified in, bur The intent of the Urban Design policy is co
not limited to chose listed in the matrices.
create safe, clean, pedestrian-oriented neighbor5
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PARKING AND TRAFFIC CIRCULATION

hoods where transit provides a desirable and
positive asset to the community.

The intent of the Parking and Traffic Circula• Require transit-friendly buildings that facili- tion policy is to encourage public transit ridertate pedestrian, transit, high occupancy vehicles ship and pedestrian access and to reduce parking
access to buildings.
and automobile reliance.
• Adopt urban design guidelines shaped by • Adopt a "transit first" policy to assure effective
community input and tailored to the Transit and efficient connections between different transStation Area Prototypes.
portation systems.
• Facilitate landscaping along transit routes.

• Develop transit station area Access and Circulation
Plans co address and balance neighbor• Require public art designed to be compatible
with the character and context of existing com- hood concerns, deliveries co business, and transit
station needs.
munities.
• Design safe, clean, comfortable and active • Develop a Regional Parking Management
pedestrian-oriented environments in transit sta- Plan serving the transit system.
tion areas; enhance the pedestrian's perception of • Provide intercept park-and-ride facilities in
safety and sense of orientation.
commuter-oriented station areas. Offer incen• Adopt walkway widths in TO D's to promote tives to new development in major urban center
and enhance pedestrian access and circulation. TOD's for contributions to fund the construction of these park-and-ride facilities.
• Create vibrant pedestrian plazas and squares
consistent with Transit Station Area Prototypes • Adopt parking requirements appropriate to
by such techniques as closing streets and alleys TOD's including establishment of minimum/
maximum on-site parking ratios for new develand building atriums.
opment within Primary Influence Areas. Reduce
• Set aside land in each TOD for public open minimum/maximum on-site parking requirespace.
ments for new development as the transit system
matures.
• Conserve historic character and structures.
• Seek emission credits for mobile sources and
exemptions from or modifications of traffic mitiThe intent of the Ridership Strategy policy is to gation measures such as the Congestion Managecoordinate other transportation modes with the ment Program for projects chat comply with this
rail transportation system in order to increase policy within the Primary Influence Areas.
awareness and use of the public transportation
• Within the Primary Influence Areas, require
system.
new development to locate code-specified park• Develop an intermodal mass transportation ing in structures and/or lots which can be conplan within TOD's. (Include bus and DASH verted or redeveloped into ocher uses as the
link to rail.)
transit system develops.
• Require bicycle access to and storage at transit • Give parking priority in TOD's to carpools,
stanons.
vanpools and bicycles.
• Require and facilitate pedestrian access
• Maximize shared-use parking in transit station
throughout TO D's.
areas.
• Ensure that the transit system, balanced be- • Provide short-term spaces_ to accommodate
tween bus, rail and other modes of travel, is made drop-off, pick-up and taxi services consistent
accessible to all residents of the City.
with the Transit Station Area Prototypes.

RIDERSHIP STRATEGY

6
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EQUITY

•The City and MTA shall work together to
The intent of the Equity policy is to provide the optimize participation by DBE/MBE/WBE's in
same range of choices for all residents, particu- all residential, commercial, and transit services
larly for those residents who have few, if any and construction contracts and developments in
transit corridors.
choices.
• The funds collected through MTA's transitrelated development projects shall, to the extent
permitted by law, be distributedsystemwide based
on the equity principles contained in this Policy.

The Equity policy element establishes a framework to provide for an integrated citywide transportation system designed to accommodate all
geographic areas of the City, in terms not only of
providing public transportation but in reference
to other public economic benefits, such as revitalization of neighborhoods. This policy also
promotes efforts to identify and quantify unmet
transit demands.

• The City and MTA shall utilize a Citizen
Participation Process which shall ensure community input and equitable decision-making in all
phases of system and land use planning, development, engineering and implementation.

• The City shall support and impact the deci- • City economic development funds shall be
sion-making process to ensure equal access and given priority co support chis policy while transit
mobility to all City residents, to meet under- funds shall be programmed for transit programs.
served and unmet transit needs and, within the • Community-based non-profit organizations
existing and proposed system, to give priority for shall be given preference as partners.
development and revitalization to economically
disadvantaged areas. 1
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• An annual assessment of the transit demand The intent ofthe Economic Development policy
and needs shall be performed in order to priori- is to support and encourage economic vitality for
tize, modify and enhance:
all economic segments of the population and co
maximize economic development opportunities
in neighborhoods surrounding TO D's.

a) service levels, and
b) existing and planned transportation improvemen ts.

• Create employment opportunities in TOD's
by adopting a community job hiring/training
program for public and private ventures.

• The City shall promote an equitable and
balanced approach for the economic and mobil• Develop business attraction, retention and
ity benefits of its residents in its advocacy for
expansion
strategies for TO D's.
future funding/programming for transportation
improvements and services.
• Through joint development and public-private partnerships, vacant or under-used Cityowned property shall be developed co meet community needs such as pocket parks, public art,
1
Economically disadvantaged are areas within the City where the
affordable housing, and community gardens.

following conditions exist: where the total persons in poverty is
equal to or well above the City average: where unemployment is at
orhigherthanthecitywideaverage;wheretheCity'sratioofmedian
census tract income is less than 120% of the median county income;
where the percentage of households with no vehicle available is
above or higher than the City average; where the percentage of
workers 16 years and older and students who use public
transportation to get to work is above or higher than the City
average; and when the percentage of total population defined as in
the labor force is significantly below the City average.

• Community revitalization programs such as
redevelopment areas and enterprise zones, shall
be consistent with and support all elements of
chis Land Use Policy for Station Areas when the
revitalization areas encompass a TOD.

7
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES
The intent of the Community Facilities policy
is co assure that TO D's accommodate a range of
community needs and public amenities.
• Each TOD shall contain community facilities
such as libraries, child care centers, elder care
facilities, and comm uni cy meeting rooms, as
identified in, but not limited to, those in the
matrices.
• Establish development incentives for the creation of community facilities in TO D's.
• Parking structures shall contain residential
uses, and/or ground floor retail, and/or other
community facilities.

8
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TRANSIT STATION AREA
PROTOTYPES
INTROD UCTI ON
Changes of land use designations and of zoning
of neighborhoods in Community Plans must
recognize the individual characteristics and future potential of the City's neighborhoods, as
well as the wants and concerns oflocal residents.
Consequently, a set of six Transit Station Area
Prototypes has been devised to set the framework
for the more detailed planning of transit station
areas, each keyed conceptually to what might be
accomplished when applied to a particular area
served by subway, light rail or bus or a combination of all three. The six Prototypes establish a
hierarchy of density ranging from a very dense
urban area to a less dense, more suburban area.

Community Benefit

Incentive (Ratio of Development
Bonus in square feet to Benefit)

•
•
•
•

2SF: lSF open space, plaza
2SF: lSF child/eldercare
2SF: lSF community room
Joint public-private effon (For

Open space, plazas
Childcare, eldercare
Community meeting room
Historic preservation

example, seek I:! funding match for !STEA)

To achieve pedestrian enhancements:
• Special street lighting
• Special street trees
• Special paving/amenities
• Bicycle storage facilities

Joint public-private effon
Joint public-private effort
Joint public-private effon
Joint public-private effon

For economically disadvantaged areas:

• Redirect City resources: redevelopment, blockgram,
housing funds etc. to support public-private partnerships.
• Utilize various rax abatements, increment financing,
tax credits, etc.

• Exemption or deferral from City fees (for example,
DWP allows for reduced fees on pow:er bills for comStandard incentives apply to all projects within mercial users in designated areas of the City).

LNCENTIVES

1/4 mile of the station area (including the major
bus center):

• "Front of the line" position for any service hook up/
connection (e.g. sewer service).

• Finding of conformance with CMP requirements on mixed use, medium density (and above)
housing and affordable housing.

For Higher density projects that exceed maximum
thresholds (refer to specific Station Area Prototype):

• Substantial trip reduction credit for tr3.l116portation mitigation under CEQA.

• A percentage reduction in standard city parking
requirements, for example, a 3-10% reduction.
• An FAR bonus of 25% for combining lots.

• Substantial reduction in parking requirements.

• Adensity bonus for all housing types/ranges of 25%
for combining lots.

• Mixed use development (commercial-housing) by right.

• A combined hearing process to expedite Project
review.

• Location within the Primary Influence Area by
definition reduces Vehicle Miles Travelled, conforming to the Air Quality Management Plan .
• Reducedpermitprocessingfeesforallhousing
development.
• Expedited environmental and permit processmg.

TRANSIT STATION AREA PROTOTYPES

Transit Station Area Prototypes are defined in
the following section, which describes how a
prototype neighborhood might be transformed
over the next thirty years in terms of scale of
Additional Incentives for Community Benefits development, types of uses, pedestrian orientaIncentives recommend a combination of bo- tion, etc. The accompanying matrices set forth
nuses and public-private actions to secure fund- ranges ofdensity/intensity to capture the range of
ing (for example, from the Intermodal Surface land use characteristics in the City prevalent
Transportation Efficiency Act or !STEA).
along transportation corridors.
9
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MAJOR URBAN CENTER
Major Urban Centers are intensely developed urban areas characterized typically by diverse land
uses, high-rise buildings, high population density, automobile and pedestrian congestion, insufficiency of parks and open space, diverse social and demographic characteristics, buildings of varying
age and physical condition, intensive concentracions of employment, of retail and wholesale trade,
business and personal services, institutional uses, entertainment centers, hotels, restaurants and
tourist attractions. They are vital, accive with potential for 24-hour life. Typical is the Central
Business District.

VISION FOR MAJOR URBAN CENTER
The Central Business District (CBD) has grown tremendously in thirty years, in geograp hie extent,
intensity of development, housing, employment, range of industries and business and personal
services, places of entertainment and culture, diversity and vibrancy. Construction of high-rise office
buildings and apartment buildings, including many of mixed commercial/residential use, has
proliferated intermittently with cycles of the local and national economies. The predominant
physical patterns and forms of the CBD had already been established during earlier decades, wi ch
insufficient opportunity remaining, for example, to acquire land for parks, public open space, and
increased sidewalk width needed to accommodate greatly increased pedestrian traffic. Automobile
traffic remains congested.
Yet an extensive rail public transit system had been envisioned for the Los Angeles region, wi ch major
elements ofit already designed or under construction by the 1990's, and key underground segments
beneath the CBD and other areas already completed and connected by the Metrolink commuter rail
system to outlying regions. The CBD has become vastly more transit dependent with the rapid
growth of the core of the City, yet such vibrant growth was possible to the extent experienced only
because a well designed regional mass transit system was in place beforehand.
Stations may include: Bunker Hill, Pershing Square, 7th Street, Figueroa Street

10
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MAJOR URBAN CENTER Primary Influence Area

S=Station
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STATION AREA PROTOTYPE

MAJOR URBAN CENTER

Jff~ct Commerciat>··•••·
•··•· • J · • •< 3
. .
. ·. Oth:iji<u~~;::· )

. Residential

Mi~ifo~inDensityl

Maximum:PerlllittedDensity2
Discre~icrnaryUensity.3

80 du/acre
80 du/acre
~i~o=o--=d=u~/a=c~re'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......,~==
100 du/acre
100 du plus
100 du plus

Minimum Desirable FAR 1
Maximum Permitted FAR 2
..·Discretionary FARr

6: 1
l :1
13 plus

6: 1
l ~: 1
13 plus

. . iI~.liill!il-p=~=::=:=~-----='==-------===-shared
shared

phased
phased

6:1
1 :1
13 plus
phased
phased

20 feet; 20 feet plus in immediate transit station area
NOTES:
1 To qualify ior Additi01l21 lnccniMS. projects must meet this threshold
2 Pmniaed as a· right. (Ste Plan Review applies, coosistellt with Ord. Nos. 165, 951 & 166, 127)
3 De!ennined by disaeliolwyreview, in coll.lider:nioo ofloal neighborhood ciralmswlces, as well as public bcndits provided b y ~ . such a s dedic:ztion of green open space, childcre. Also in
coasideralion of 31110W1t of :iffocdable housing provided.
4 P:Jrking subject to 3 phased reductioo from the cilyWide Slalldards as the tnnspor:t31ion S)'Stem is construeted md opens for opentioo.

Mixed-Use/Housing

~

Section Diagram

Station Area Prototype matrix applies to the Primary
Influence Area (1/4 mile). A Secondary Influence
Area is an area of transition (112 mile). The 1/4 mile
radius may be adjusted according to land uses,
topo.graphy, etc. Minimum sidewalk width anticipates
pedestrian crowding due to bus/rail queuing, and
retail activity. For mixed use, see residential for
maximum densities.

Mixed-Use.,Ollice

Plan Diagram
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URBAN COMPLEX
Urban Complexes share many of the characteristics of Major Urban Centers, typically in linear
configurations extending along Major Highways, with commercial development alternating in
intensity and complexity, and connecting co adjacent residential communities of varying character
and density. Urban Complexes are derivative historically from the automobile, and in some cases the
trolley car, having accompanied the urban sprawl made possible by the advent of these two modes
of transportation. Urban Complexes tend co be more "automobile friendly" when compared co the
Central Business District in terms of street width and availability and convenience of parking.
Automobile traffic, however, is congested and exacerbated by continuing intensive commercial and
residential growth. Urban Complexes are becoming more dependent on public transit to work well.
Pedestrian traffic is considerable, but lacks a fully realized "pedestrian friendly" environment.
Pedestrian safety and convenience suffer at the expense of excessive reliance on the automobile.
Sidewalks have been narrowed in some cases in order to accommodate widening of streets.
Segments of some transit corridors may rival the Central Business District in height of buildings
and intensity of development. Elsewhere, urban character may grade coward smaller scale development, in context of neighborhood rather than regional orientation. Wilshire Boulevard is an example
of an Urban Complex.

VISION FOR URBAN COMPLEX
Urban Complexes, like the Central Business District, have experienced increased intensity of
development and growth ofeconomic opporcuni ty, also spurred by improved public transi c, but with
concurrent automobile and pedestrian congestion. While some roadways have been widened at the
expense ofsidewalk width, elsewhere roadway widening has been entirely and perrnanen dy curtailed,
with the pedestrian environment of many streets subsequently improved by street tree plantings and
acquisition of public spaces in return for density bonuses.
Places where bus lines intersect, or incermodal transfer of rail and bus transit users occurs, have
experienced larger and larger throngs of people, not only transit users but passersby, such as office
workers using lunch breaks for shopping and restaurants. In such places, emphasis upon pedestrianfriendly design has created a vital and lively outdoor environment. Transit stations, at the surface or
underground, are imaginatively designed and enhanced by public arc.
Stations may include: Union Station, Wilshire/Western, Chinatown, Hollywood/Highland,
MacArthur Park, Hollywood/Universal, WilshireNermont
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STATION AREA PROTOTYPE

URBAN COMPLEX
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--------~~~----~----=
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1 accessory dwelling unit permitted bv right on RI. R2 parcels
:ie,J::1{ihg:: ___.5_,0=%=r=e=d.,..uc.,_t""'
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NOTES:
1 To qualify for Additional Jncenti~ projects must meet Ibis threshold
2 Pe:mitted as of right. (Site !'1311 Renew :ipplies, CCDSisleDt with Oro. Nos. 165, 591 & 166. 127)
3 Decemined by disaeliomry tC'liew, in comideratiat o{loc:d neighborhood circumswlces, as well as public benefits pnmded b y ~ . sud! 2 s dediCltion oi greco open sp:icc, dlildc:ire. Also in
coDSider2lion oC 31110Ulll of affordable housing provided.
4 P:ning subject to a phased reduction from the citywideSWldards as the U3IISpOtU[ion system is consttuae:i and opens for opearion.
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Section Diagram
Station Area Prototype matrix applies to the Primary
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Area is an area of transition (112 mile). The 1/4 mile
radius may be adjusted according to land uses,
topography, etc. Minimum sidewalk width anticipates
pedestrian crowding due to bus/rail queuing, and
retail activity. For mixed use, see residential for
maximum densities.
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MAJOR BUS CENTER
Major Bus Centers often occur at the intersection of major bus corridors that carry heavy public
transit ridership as well as automobile traffic. Heterogeneous commercial development extends for
miles along these transit routes, oriented coward the automobile, served by generous parking lots,
and with signage designed co attract passing motorists. Retail and services may serve the region as
well as the neighborhood. Curb cues and driveways interfere wi ch pedestrian traffic. Building designs
often are drab and monotonous; screetscapes anonymous absent special neighborhood character.
Pedestrian amenities, such as street trees, are minimal.
Major employers or major shopping centers may occur, but there is no focus of land uses ac the
intersections where large volumes of riders board and/or transfer. These transit routes are primarily
automobile oriented and automobile dependent with dispersed land uses, thus contributing to
congestion, excessive fuel consumption, degradation of air quality, and deterioration of the urban
envtronment.

VISION FOR MAJOR BUS CENTER
Major Bus Centers, characterized formerly by miles and miles of often drab and poorly designed
automobile-oriented commercial development, have been transformed into true urban form and
character. Gas stations have disappeared, as well as automobile repair shops, automobile sales lots and
drive-in businesses. Parking lots are absent, partly because of zoning requirements, but also because
. the great need for parking is gone. Parking is entirely enclosed and sometimes shared between
different land uses.
Mixed commercial/residential uses in three-and four-story buildings predominate, often with
convenient neighborhood-serving retail and personal services occupying the ground level of
apartment buildings, such as barbershops and bakeries.
A pedestrian oriented environment has largely superseded an automobile dominated environment.
Sidewalk widths are ac least fifteen feet, with more width provided in the immediate transit station
area, provided by the builder of the transit station, along with street trees and other amenities. The
fifteen-foot sidewalks are a minimum, essential in order to provide space enough for street trees as
well as buffering of the store fronts from the noise and fumes of street traffic.
Stations may include: Vermont/Sea. Monica, Vermont/Manchester, Pico/La Brea, Van Nuys/
Sherman Way.
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STAT! 0 N AREA PROTOTYPE
MAJOR BUS CENTER

M1nlniuaj DJti$itYF
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50% reducrion in parkin~ for additional unic
NOTES:
1 T o ~ for Additional Incentives, projeas must meet this threshold
2 Pemiiaed as of right. (Ste Plan .RcYiew :ippiies, coasiSfeat with Ord Nos. 165, 951 & 166, 127)
3 Oetennined by disaelionary review, in consider:ition ofloc:d neighbcxhood circumswlccs, as well as public benefits provided by devc!opc-, such 3 s dcdioti011 of green open sp:ice, childorc. •.IJso in
consider.ttioa of :llllOWlt of :iffardable housing provided.
4 Parkillg ~ea to a phased reduction from the citywide sund3rds as the =spo!t21ion system is coasuuaed and opeits for opellltion.
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Station Area Prototype matrix applies to the Primary
Influence Area (t/4 mile). A Secondary Influence
Area is an area of transition (112 mile). The 1/4 mile
radius may be adjusted according to land uses.
topography, etc. Minimum sidewalk width anticipates
pedestrian crowding due to bus/rail queuing, and
retail activity. For mixed use, see residential tor
maximum densities.
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NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER
Neighborhood Centers share many of the characteristics of Major Bus Centers, but generally on a
somewhat smaller scale in terms of intensity of development, transit ridership, automobile and
pedestrian traffic. Some of the Neighborhood Centers are underserved by public transit, and
consequently some of the commercial strips are more automobile dependent. Some residential
neighborhoods along transit routes are less densely populated and less densely built than elsewhere
in the City, resulting in less pedestrian traffic in adjacent linear retail shopping areas.
Neighborhood Centers are more common in the older and the outlying areas of the City:
characterized by groups of older, often historic buildings, clusters of small-scale commercial
developments adjacent to multiple family neighborhoods as in Northeast Los Angeles or spaced at
intervals between large tracts of single-family homes, such as in many parts of the San Fernando
Valley. Neighborhood-serving shopping areas predominate. Opportunities for "walking" trips are
substantial. Lot sizes are small, with opportunities for infill projects in older parts of the City.

VISION FOR NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER
As development has occurred, it has brought many benefits to the surrounding community. The
neighborhood has grown and evolved due to an increased focus on daily retail goods and services near
the station. Childcare and eldercare facilities are within a convenient quarter mile, eliminating the
extra auto trips it took in qie past to take care of the essential daily needs of maintaining a family.
Densification has occurred in the immediate vicinity of the station, but care has been taken to blend
the new architecture with historic architectural styles. Mixed commercial/residential uses in threeor four-story buildings typically predominate in many transit station areas, with adjoining transitional areas built to smaller scale in accordance with community character. Safe, lively pedestrianoriented environments exist, amidst street trees, plazas, vest-pocket parks and attractively designed
store fronts.
It is possible co take a supporting paratransit, or "DASH" bus to the station from some of the
surrounding neighborhoods. In addition, bicycle facilities encourage use of the bicycle as an
alternative means of transportation.
Stations may include: Vermont/Beverly, Figueroa Sc./Avenue 57.
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STATION AREA PROTOTYPE

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

./ •·• ·• / Mihittitih-(oJ~:;iiy21:
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NOTES:
1 To qmlify for Addition21 Incentives, projects must meet this threshold
2 Pemutted as of right (Site Plan Review applies, a:x1sisre111 with Ord. Nos. 165, 951 & 166, 127)
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REGIONAL/SUBURBAN CENTER
Regional/Suburban Centers typically are located in outlying areas characterized by large tracts of
low-density residential neighborhoods interspersed widely with small-scale commercial development. Major employment centers generally are few and far between, so that local residents depend
heavily on automobiles and public transit for commuting, often at considerable discances, co places
of employment, entertainment and recreation. Larger lots occur with opportunities for assemblage.
Chatsworth, an example of a community that fies this description, is served by Metrolink, a
commuter rail system that carries residents co Union Station, and thence by other public transit co
places of employment.

VISION FOR REGIONAL/SUBURBAN CENTER
Land uses surrounding Regional/Suburban Centers have retained the character of suburban rather
than urban communities. Some densification has occurred in immediate transit station areas, bur
care has been taken to protect adjoining neighborhoods by providing buffer zones and sensitive
transit station design. Development within these areas has been of an appropriate character to the
surrounding communities. Community oriented commercial development has been enhanced.
Rail transit stations of the regional intercept rype, with plentiful parking for commuters, such as
. provided by the Metrolink commuter rail system, are characteristic of outlying areas ofLos Angeles,
as well as ofVenturaand San Bernardino Counties and other places served by the regional rail transit
system.
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STATION AREA PROTOTYPE
REGIONAL SUBURBAN CENTER
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NOTES:
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INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
Industrial Complexes may be served by any mode of public transit, such as by Metrolink which
traverses major industrial areas in the San Fernando Valley, and the Blue Line rail system, which runs
through South Central Los Angeles. Industrial Centers are distinguished by a range ofland uses from
manufacturing and warehousing to retail, wholesale and other commercial uses.
Residential communities are absent or marginal. Mixed residential and commercial development
is not contemplated for Industrial Centers, as thay are for the five prototypes already described above.
However, a mix of commercial uses such as restaurants, coffee shops, basic convenience services co
support workers offers opportunities to minimize daytime auto trips.
Incentives, or disincentives, could be applied to Industrial Complexes, to ensure employment
opportunities, quality development, encourage clean industry, and effective interface with the public
transit system. Enterprise Zones are an example.

VISION FOR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
Transit stations in Industrial Complexes are of a more simple and utilitarian design, with resources
for more elaborate transit station design and infrastructure having been directed instead toward
transit facilities built in the five classes of neighborhoods that contain residences and other
nonindustrial uses. Effective interface of transit stations with adjacent industrial areas has been
achieved. Employment has been greatly augmented in response to construction of rail transit and
increased levels of service by bus transit.
Stations may include: Van Nuys/Metrolink, Aviation/Imperial
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STATION AREA PROTOTYPE
INDUSTRIAL CENTER
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NOTES:
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2 Peimilied as of right. (Site Plan Review applies, consistent with Ord. Nos. 165, 951 & 166, 127)
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Section Diagram

Station Area Prototype matrix applies to the Primary
Influence Area (1/4 mile). A Secondary Influence
Area is an area of transition (1/2 mile). The 1/4 mile
radius may be adjusted according to land uses,
topography, etc. Minimum sidewalk width anticipates
pedestrian crowding due to bus/rail queuing, and
retail activity. For mixed use, see residential for
maximum densities.
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would be an essential element of Transit Oriented Districts.

IMPLEMENTATION
TRANSIT ORIENTED DISTRICTS AND ZONES

Transit Oriented
Zones (TOZ's), established by Cicy ordinance,
would address yards and setbacks; open space;
driveway locations and widths; lot coverage and
building heights, and number of required parkmg spaces.
TRANSIT ORIENTED ZoNES

Transit Oriented
Districts (TO D's) will beimplemented in neighborhoods adjacent to existing and proposed public transit stations, including rail stations and
selected bus stations and stops, for the purposes
of accomplishing some of the objectives established during preparation of Land Use Transportation Policy for the City of Los Angeles and for
the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority.
TRANSIT ORIENTED DISTRICTS

TOD's would be designed to encourage increased intensity of development adjacent to
transit stations, including higher dwelling unit
densities for residential uses and larger floor area
ratios (FAR's) for commercial and office uses.
Dwelling unit bonuses would be provided co
developers in return for provision of affordable
housing, environmental mitigations, and provision of public amenities, such as street trees and
easements for increased sidewalk widths. Similarly, increased FAR's would be allowed in return
for public benefits provided in conjunction with
development of commercial uses. Such benefits,
for example, might include child care centers and
public arc. Mixed commercial/residential uses

Five of the six Transit Station Area Prototypes
described earlier will accommodate residential
uses. Each Prototype, all of them distinct from
one another, require different land use planning
considerations, particularly in regard co land use
intensity, in context ofachieving compatibility of
neighboring land uses. Consequently, six Transit
Oriented Zone sub-areas are proposed, each of
them tailored to one of the Transit Station Area
Prototypes.
Specific requirements for the sub-areas would
be nearly identical except in reference co: (1)
minimum desirable dwelling unit density; (2)
maximum permitted dwelling unit density; (3)
maximum permitted FAR's; (4) thresholds for
discretionary review of projects.
Tailoring oITransi c Oriented Zones to the Transic Station Area Prototypes is illustrated in the
following table.

Min. Desir.

Max. Permitted

Max. Permitted

TOZ no.

d.u./acre

d.u./acre

FAR

1. Major Urban Center

1

80

100

13:1 plus

2. Urban Complex:

2

40

60

10:1

3. Major Bus Center

3

20

40

3:1

4. Neighborhood Center

4

24

40

3:1

5. Regional/Suburban Center

5

12

40

4:1

6. Industrial Complex

6

•

•

6:1

Transit Station Area Prototype
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conflict would occur with pedestrian traffic; (3)
standards for orientation of buildings and store
fronts in relation to pedestrian traffic; (4) landscaping of parking lots and public spaces.
TRANSIT ORIENTED ZoNES: PERMITTED USES

City zoning
regulations require that for any lot in any R3 or
less restrictive zone, when such lot abuts a major
or secondary highway or collector street, no
building shall be erected unless land has been
dedicated for street purposes for the full width of
the lot, so as to meet the standards for such .
highway or collector street as provided by Code.
(See Subsections A and Hof Section 12.37 of the
Planning and Zoning Code.)
STREET AND SIDEWALK STANDARDS

Uses permitted in Transit Oriented Zones include uses permitted in the Cl.5 Zone (Limited
Commercial Zone), and single-family dwellings,
two-family dwellings and apartment buildings.
Uses permitted in the C2 Zone, many of which
are automobile oriented, such as service stations,
automobile repair shops, automobile sales and
drive-in businesses, would be discouraged or
prohibited. Mixed commercial-residential would
be permitted by right (no conditional use).

Where appropriate, waivers to this requirement
In the Industrial Complex, clean industrial uses should be provided, so that in Transit Oriented
would be encouraged along with commercial Districts the needs of pedestrians for sidewalk
uses (C2, C4, CM, Ml).
space and street amenities can be balanced with
MINIMUM AND MAxlMuM DWEllING UNIT DEN- the requirements of street widening designed for
SITIES To encourage intensification of land use accommodation ofautomobiles at the expense of
in transit station areas, minimum desirable dwell- sidewalk space reduced, street trees removed, and
ing unit densities are recommended. Maximum pedestrian safety and convenience diminished.
permitted dwelling unit densities are required,
In this regard, guidelines should be established
according to neighborhood type, in order to by the City in order to reconcile conflicting
ensure compatibility with the character of indi- requirements of street space for automobiles vervidual neighborhoods.
sus sidewalk space for pedestrians, such as by
setting standards for sidewalk and roadway widths
and pedestrian amenities in Transit Oriented
Districts, and by adopting criteria and priorities
for determining, in given circumstances, when
one mode of travel shall have precedence over the
other. Some of this has been accomplished
already, on in informal and interim basis, by
consultation between the City's Planning Department and the Department of Transportation. (See Appendix: "A Policy To Guide Decisions on Design of the Public Rights-of-Way.")

PEDESTRIAN ORIENTATION
PEDESTRIAN ORIENTED DISTRICTS Pedestrian
Oriented Districts (PO D's) are anticipated to be
established in some transit station areas, where
appropriate. The POD is an overlay zone intended to ensure or encourage a "pedestrian
friendly" environment, safe and enticing for pedestrians, partly at the expense of reliance on
the automobile and automobile-related infrastructure, such as parking lots and curb cuts for
driveways. PO D's would be established by ordinance, like any other zoning designation. (See
Ord. No. 168, 153.)

PLANNING/ZONING IMPLEMENTATION
PROCESS

Features of the Pedestrian Oriented District Study areas for planning and zoning purposes
include, for example: (!)restrictions on location would focus largely within Primary Influence
of parking lots, driveways and curb cuts; (2) Areas, defined as being within one-fourth mile of
requirements that access to parking lots be from transit stations, or roughly within four blocks, or
the rear of lots rather than the front, where walking distance.
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indicated by footnotes on the Community Plan
maps, which would also contain a definition of
Transit Oriented Districts and their purpose,
based on standard language. Community Plans
under revision that have light or commuter rail
service proposed include Northeast Los Angeles,
West Adams, Sylmar, Southeast Los Angeles and
Transit Oriented Zones would not be estab- South Central.
lished in Secondary Influence Areas. Ocher Concurrent rezoning where necessary to achieve
implementation measures, however, might be General Plan Consistency would accompany
employed: (1) reduced parking requirements for changes in land use designations on the Comm usome uses within specified proximity of transit nity Plan maps.
stations, or ofincerseccions of selected major bus
routes, in recognition of the role of transit in DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
reduced reliance on the automobile; (2) con- Design and Development Guidelines would be
struction of a second dwelling unit on lots in Rl prepared which promote a pedestrian-oriented
environment, high quality and design excellence.
and R2 zones.
Such Guidelines would provide good examples
PERIODIC PLAN REvrEw Groups or sets of tran- of flexible design approaches which apply imporsit stations, plus land within the corresponding tant considerations for ground-floor retail and
Primary c!fld Secondary Influence Areas, would easy pedestrian and bicycle access. The Guidebe selected for concurrent planning and zoning lines would provide for flexibility, such as setting
studies in connection with the Planning forth a range of desirable or permissible building
Department's Periodic Plan Review process. Prop- heights or setbacks, co be applied on a case by case
erties to be rezoned co a Transit Oriented Zone, basis depending upon local circumstances and
or to other zoning designations, would be deter- the character of the proposed project.
mined, subject co a public review process, includThe Guidelines would also allow staged reducing a public hearing before the Planning Comtions in required parking as the transit system
m1ss10n.
matures, is extended over time and accommoAmong the advantages of this procedure are: (1) dates and attracts increased ridership.
a single Master Environmental Im pact Report
Transit station area Design and Development
might be sufficient for an entire series of transit
Guidelines would be adopted by the Planning
station areas, such as the several chat will occur
Commission and applied during consideration
along the Vermont Avenue route of the Metro
of projects subject co City discretionary review.
Red Line; (2) neighborhood planning issues to
be encountered might be quite similar along a Design and Development Guidelines could be
string of transit stations, better to be addressed applied in connection with Site Plan Review of
projects; also, in reference co ocher discretionary
concurrently rather than individually.
review procedures in the Planning Department,
COMMUNITY PLAN llEvISION
Boundaries of such as the processing of Conditional Use reTransit Oriented Districts should be delineated quests or the crafting of environmental mitigaon the Community Plan maps during the Com- non measures.
munity Plan Revision process, defining the areas
within which various incentives and disincen- OTHER IMPLEMENTATION
tives for developers might be established, crafted Additional implementation tools are recomin recognition of the role of transit in relation to mended, such as fee waivers, findings of conland use planning. Such requirements could be formance with the Air Quality Management

Secondary Influence Areas, extending between
one-fourth and one-half mile of transit stations,
would be subject to somewhat less intensive
zoning studies. Secondary Influence Areas are
considered transitional zones between the immediate (one-fourth mile radius) transit station
areas, and outlying established neighborhoods.
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Plan, etc. Many fall outside of traditional zoning
regulations, but nonetheless are recommended
co encourage development in proximity co cransic stations.

groups to develop further and apply neighborhood specific Transit Station Area Prototypes
and Design Guidelines in connection with neighborhood planning.

INTEru:M PERIOD: FINDINGS FOR DISCRETIONARY

Neighborhoods appropriate for establishment ofTransic Oriented Districts should be identified for each Community
Plan area. TOD's should be prioritized, with
appropriate and timely Community Plan revisions or amendments initiated, plus concurrent
rezoning of neighborhoods, where appropriate,
in order to ensure General Plan consistency.

CA.sES Implementation ofsome Land Use-Transportation policies will be extended over time,
such as preparation and adoption by the City,
and application to specific sires, of the proposed
Transit Oriented Zone regulations. In the meantime, on a case by case basis, some of the elem en cs
of the Land Use Transportation Policy could be
applied in connection with the City's existing
project discretionary review process. For example, some projects in transit station areas
might be granted exemptions from transportation fees in connection with the Congestion
Management Program, or crip mitigation requirements might be reduced. Adopted Policy
could be used in ocher instances as a guide for the
Planning Commission in making land use decisions. The Zoning Administrator could cite the
Policies upon making findings in zo~ing cases.

SETTING OF PRIORITIES

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
GENERAL PLAN

Plans currently in the Plan Revision process
• Identify appropriate TO D's in each Community Plan through the ongoing CPAC and city
plan approval process;
a. Use funded and proposed routes identified in
the MTA 30 year plan.
b. Use major bus route intersections, per RTD
data.
• Incorporate definition (by foomote or otherwise) ofTOD
a. Develop standard General Plan language to
define a TOD.
• Process appropriate zone changes for each
TOD along with Plan Revision process.

MAsr.ERAGREEMENT: DEPARTMENT OF CrrvPUNNrNG/Co.MMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY The

Master Agreement between the MTA and the
City of Los Angeles should be amended to include the City Planning Department and the
City's Community Redevelopment Agency. The
amended Master Agreement should provide resource support consistent with current practices.

Plans not currently in the Plan Revision process
• PrioritizeTOD's relative co their construction
readiness.
Los Angeles expects co use local Proposition C
funding co fund a rail transportation planning • Initiate plan amendment for highest priority
unit in the Planning Department to carry out TOD's.
implementation of Land Use-Transportation Incorporate TOD's into the Framework proPolicy.
cess; identify TO D's citywide; define TO D's.
PROPOSITION C FUNDING: DEPARTMENT OF CITY
PLANNfNG TRANSIT PUNNfNG UNIT The City of

Transit Oriented DisZoNING
tricts should be incorporated into the Framework Citizen Participation Program. A separate • Adopt a TOZ overlay zone with a subcategory
citizen participation program should be devel- for each prototype (i.e. TOZ-1, TOZ-2, etc).
oped to convey the Transit Oriented District • Amend the City's street standards as appropriconcepts to che public. The Planning Depart- ate.
ment should work with business and community • Amend che R3 ordinance.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
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• Identify and prioritize TOD's (in terms of
construction readiness) and initiate, in priority
order, plan amendments and zone changes for
each TOD.
OTHER ORDINANCES AND AGREEMENTS

• Incentives - adopt appropriate ordinances.
• Building Codes - amend as appropriate.
• Modify the Master Agreement between the
City and the MTA
• Change the MBE/WBE/guidelines and targets to increase the levels of MBE/WBE participauon.
GUIDELINES

• Adopt a set of Design and Development
Guidelines.
ENVIRONMENTAL

• AdoptaMEIRforeachTOD in priority order
of funding and construction readiness in conjunction with General Plan and Zoning sections,
above.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

• IncorporateTOD's into the Framework Citizen Participation program.
• Develop a separate citizen participation program to convey the TOD concepts; work with
groups to further develop neighborhood specific
TOD prototypes.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
GLOSSARY

Primary Influence Area: An area extending in all directions 1/4 mile from existing and proposed
rail transit stations and designated bus transit facilities. The 1/4 mile radius would constitute a
general guideline for planning purposes, defining the geographic area subject to intensive planning
and zoning. The boundary of the Primary Influence Area would not be delineated on official City
maps.
Secondary Influence Area: An area extending in all directions 1/4 mile beyond the Primary
Influence Area, constituting a geographic area conceived as a transitional area, to buffer outlying
neighborhoods from more intensive development in the Primary Influence Are:a.

Transit Oriented District: A general plan designation representing an area adjoining existing and
proposed rail transit stations and designated bus transit facilities, recommended by the Planning
Commission and adopted by the City Council. Such a district might include all or a part ofa Primary
Influence Area or Secondary Influence Area. The boundary of the Transit Oriented District would
be delineated on the Community Plan map with appropriate footnotes.

Transit Oriented Zone: A new zone placed on properties adjoining existing and proposed rail
transit stations and designated bus transit facilities, confined to all or part of a Primary Influence
Area. The TOZ is essentially a mixed use zone, with reduced parking requirements, provision for
intensive development, and intended to accomplish good urban design and an attractive pedestrian
oriented environment, in context of convenient public transit.

Economically Disadvantaged Areas: Areas within the City where the following conditions exist:
where the total persons in poverty is equal to or well above the City average; where unemployment
is at or higher than the citywide average; where the City's ratio of median census tract income is less
than 120% of the median county income; where the percentage of households with no vehicle
available is above or higher than the City average; where the percentage of werkers 16 years and older
and students who use public transportation to get to work is above or higher than the City average;
and where the percentage of total population defined as in the labor force is significantly below the
City average.
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Appendix B

A POLICY TO GUIDE DECISIONS ON DESIGN OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS-OF-WAY
It is the intent of this policy on the City's public rights-of-way to recognize the increasing importance
of pedestrian activity in creating lively and animated city streets. This policy departs from past
practices by weighing the pedestrian as well as the vehicular character of our city streets when street
widenings are considered. There are several important reasons to agree to this essential shift.
In 1991, the Council adopted a Pedestrian Overlay Zone, recognizing that pedestrian use of the city
streets was an integral part of city life: lively, animated areas of the City often are located in those parts
of the City where extensive ground level retail activities occur. In addition, major bus centers now
experience (and the new subway and light rail systems will further add to) surges of pedestrian activity
within the vicinity of the station areas, affording new opportunities to include pedestrians in our
planning and improvements to public rights-of-way. Because of these changes, it is important chat
decisions about the public rights-of-way be approached with asensi rive balance: weighing pedestrian
life with auto movement not only at transit stations but throughout the City in areas of wherever
people walk extensively, window shop and congregate. Neither overly wide sidewalks nor streets are
appropriate standards without careful evaluation of each case.
With that in mind, both the Departments of Planning and Transportation agree chat new street
widenings need co be evaluated more carefully and that the factors for decision-making on future
individual cases are embodied in this agreement. The departments also agree that it is critical co bring
co bear on any pending resolution of an individual situation ways to avoid widenings by aggressive
use of roadbed management.

A CHECKLIST OF EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY
Step I:

Set Asides (areas not suitable for street wideningr)

In a Pedestrian Overlay Zone
In a Historic Planned Overlay Zone
Part of a Master Planned Community such as Playa Vista

Step II:

Inventory: Official Actiom/Studies

Designated on the Master Plan of Highways and Freeways
Designated on a Specific Plan
Traffic studies of the area completed _____(date)
Part of a planned mitigation of nearby project __(case)

I

Within 1,200 feet of a transit station or a bus center
In Redevelopment Area with pedestrian emphasis/plans
Designated in other studies as commuter route, part of larger designated circulation corridor
Step Ill·

Inventory: Existing Conditions
Designated historic buildings present

More than 50% of buildings have useful life of 30 years or more
General condition of existing buildings
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Step IV:

Projected Volumes (autos and pedestrians)

Environmental Impact Report projected volumes
Projected volumes from other studies
Pedestrian surges
Peak hour auto volumes

Step V:

City's Capital Investment Program
Position on the City's CIP

Step VI:

Analysis and management
Roadbed .Management:
1. Signals, signs, striping, parking restrictions

2. Transit contra-flow lanes

3. 1-way couplets with off-set striping/HOV lanes
4. Remove or restrict parking (install TWNSA1)
Sidewalk Management
1. Removal/relocate bus stops

2. Removal/relocate signals, street lights, newsstands -

Step Vil·

Mitigation to Widening

1. 1I' for 1" caliper replacement of trees
2. Consolidate newspaper vending machines

3. Other urban design enhancements (street furniture, special cheap paving,
painted sidewalk, etc.)
4. Easement over private property for additional pedestrian walkway.

Other

--------------------------------

Con Howe,
Director ofPlanning

General Manager,
Department of Transportation

Date
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Appendix C

MIXED COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL USE ORDINANCE
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Appendix D
MAP OF REGIONWIDE RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEM
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INTRODUCTION
What patterns of development are appropriate around the new rail transit
stations being developed on the heavy rail, light rail and commuter rail lines in Los
Angeles? Particularly, what opportunities for housing might exist around these
stations that can maximize transit ridership and also reduce the pressure for
development elsewhere? How can the housing best be mixed with the commuter
traffic and parking at the station?
In considering these questions, it is worth looking at the most recent
developments and designs of transit-based development in Northern California,
where major rail transit lines have been operating over the past two decades. After
years of little land use activity around these stations on the BART, CalTrain, and
Santa Clara Light Rail lines, both the transit agencies and the local cities and
counties have launched new designs and developments at the station areas.
Until recently, rail station area design in Northern California had the main goal
of maximizing access for commuters coming by car and bus. Thus, the station areas,
outside of central business districts, have been surrounded by large surface parking
lots, with access for buses and kiss-and-ride drop-offs. Surrounding uses have been
low density residential or commercial, similar in density and design to nearby
suburban uses.
Two typical station areas on the BART system have been the Hayward station
and the Concord station, as shown on figure 1. The Hayward station has been
surrounded by a 4.5 acre parking lot on the east side of the station, and a 3 acre
parking lot on the west side. The Concord station also has been surrounded by
parking lots on the east and west.
In the past two years, though, the Hayward station has been redesigned, with
an emphasis on new housing. At Hayward, over 1300 new housing units are
planned within a one-third mile radius of the station, in a new "transit-based
community".
Below in Part I, is a brief look at recent developments and designs at three
BART station areas -- Hayward; Pleasant Hill, which currently has the greatest
concentration of housing and commercial development among the stations; and El
Cerrito del Norte, which has emerged in the past two years as a transit-based
development center -- as well as new housing planned on the CalTrain commuter
line, and the Light Rail line in Santa Clara. In Part II, policy implications of the Bay
Area's emerging transit-based housing are considered for transit-based housing
elsewhere in the state.

1
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FIGURE 1: Current land uses around selected BART stations.

Figure la: Hayward BART station area.

Figure 1b: Concord BART station area.
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PART I:

SUMMARY OR EMERGING TRANSIT-BASED HOUSING OR SELECTED
BAY AREA STATION

Pleasant Hill BART

The Pleasant Hill station area design started in 1981. Four local agencies-Contra Costa County, BART, the city of Pleasant Hill, and the nearby city of Walnut
Creek--came together to develop a master plan for 125 acres centered around the
station. At the time, the area around the station consisted largely of older, modest
single-family homes, and strip commercial, on small parcels.
The agencies hired the San Francisco planning firm of Sedway Cooke. The
specific plan delivered by Sedway Cooke in August 1982:

*

Placed high rise office development on the land owned by
BART immediately adjacent to the station and on
surrounding parcels.

*

Farther out, but within a one-third mile radius, Sedway
Cooke placed multi-family housing, tapering off to single
family housing.

*

Retail and public open space were spread throughout the
one-third mile radius, to create an active street life.

A significant part of the Sedway plan was achieved over the next ten years,
due mainly to the aggressive action of the Contra Costa County Redevelopment
Agency. The Agency assembled the irregular parcels into developable parcels, paid
for new public infrastructure and traffic improvements, and issued tax-exempt
financings.
The current station area as shown on figure 2, boasts over 1700 units of
housing, and 1.5 million square feet of office buildings.
The housing developments include Treat Commons (510 units}, Bay Landing
(282 units}, Wayside Plaza (120 units}, and the most recent, Park Regency (892
units). Park Regency, opened in Fall 1992 and shown on figure 3, is an upscale mix
of French chateau-style two-and-three story apartments, with swimming pools and
spas, an aerobics facility and recreation rooms.
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FIGURE 2: Development around the Pleasant Hill BART station.
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FIGURE 3: The upscale Park Regency housing development near the Pleasant Hill BART station
features two- and three-story apartments.
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The multi-family housing taken together makes the station area the most
densely populated area of the County. Individually, the housing developments range
from 43 units per acre at Treat Commons and Bay Landing to 72 units per acre at
Park Regency.
Park Regency, is near the transit station, but otherwise not distinct in form or
design from other suburban uses. The same is true of the other three developments.
Treat Commons is three stories of housing with ground-level parking.
While the station has achieved the concentration of residential and office
development, it has not achieved other elements of the Sedway Cooke specific plan,
particularly the retail and streetlife. The office buildings are set back from the street,
and set back from each other. No retail shops exist, and the streets are empty.
Contra Costa County Redevelopment Director Kennedy sees the addition of retail and
streetlife as the main goal for the near future, noting that "the area still lacks a
heart".
The BART surface parking lot (directly west of the station) envisioned in the
Sedway/Cooke plan to contain an office complex, instead continues to be used for
surface parking. The envisioned parking structure north of the station finally was
completed in 1991, adding 1500 parking spaces. The parking structure was built to
include commercial space on the ground floor, though no commercial development
currently exists.
Hayward BART

The City of Hayward located across the Bay and approximately 20 miles from
downtown San Francisco, is one of a series of East Bay towns that grew up in the
late 1800s on the path of the railroad. These towns were organized around an
orthogonal grid of streets and sidewalks, with a public square at the center.
Up through the 1950s, Hayward had an active downtown, with numerous
small businesses, people on the streets, and civic buildings including the City Hall,
Post Office, and Veterans Memorial Building. In 1952, First Street, which previously
had served mainly the local traffic, became Foothill Boulevard, and a regional traffic
network. Additionally, the development of the East Bay malls undercut the
prominence of the downtown shops.
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FIGURE 4: Plan for Hayward BART station.
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The BART station, located four blocks from the downtown, opened in 1972
and was expected to become an office center in the East Bay. Instead over the next
twenty years, the nearby area steadily deteriorated. Today, the station is surrounded
by surface parking lots, and the nearby downtown has become partially abandoned
commercial buildings and inexpensive rooming houses and restaurants.
The city council hired noted Bay Area-based architect Daniel Solomon to
develop a plan for re-developing the downtown area. In 1992, Solomon presented
this plan, entitled "Recentering". The plan "recenters" the city's downtown,
redeveloping the one-third mile area around the BART station in a new transit-based
community. This transit-based community, as shown on figure 4, would have over
1300 new housing units, pedestrian-oriented shops, and generous open space, with
a public plaza and new distinguished civic buildings (a new public library or
city/county office building).
Introducing his plan, Solomon wrote,
"New housing units cluster around an easily accessible
transit hub for BART and buses.
Revitalized retail
connects directly to the transit center and the
housing ... There are public spaces, parks, and people on
the streets."
The new civic buildings envisioned by Solomon look to be delayed or
eliminated due to city budget woes. However, the housing and retail elements are
moving forward, due to private developer interest in building near the station.
The first new housing project, a 100-unit condominium project is being
developed by the Hayward-based Felson Builders. The Felson project is on a 3.5
acre parcel owned by the Hayward Redevelopment agency, a block south of the
BART station. A block west of the station, Zaballos & Sons, another Hayward-based
developer, has won planning approvals for a 311 unit residential project, on 5 acres.
Both of these housing projects intend to benefit from the proximity to the
transit station in their marketing. In design and form, though, they do not differ from
other East Bay multi-family projects: the Felson project is 3 stories of residential,
while the Zaballos project is of 5 four-story buildings (featuring extensive
landscaping, two swimming pools and decorative paving).
BART and the City of Hayward Redevelopment Agency plan in May 1993 to
issue an RFP for development on an 8 acre site adjacent to the station--the 4.5 acre
BART parking lot and a 3.5 acre site owned by the Redevelopment Agency. The
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envisioned development is a mix of three-story residential above ground floor retail.
Over 450 units are planned for the site, at densities above 50 units per acre, with
80% of the units at market rate and 20% subsidized.
El Cerrito de/ Norte BART

Like the Hayward BART station, the El Cerrito del Norte station area, once
expected to be a development center in the early 1970s, deteriorated during the late
1970s and early 1980s into an area of low-intensity, auto-oriented retail uses, a
bowling alley and a motel.
In the past two years, though, three new residential projects hold promise of
transforming this area. The three are residential or mixes of residential/neighborhood
serving shops, designed to link to the transit station. The El Cerrito Redevelopment
Agency, has aggressively assembled parcels, written down land costs, and
sponsored tax exempt financings.
The project furthest along is Del Norte Place, figure 5, a 135 apartment
complex, less than 100 yards from the BART tracks and a block from the BART
station. Del Norte Place is a cluster of four buildings, each with an internal
courtyard. It features 3 levels of residential above ground floor retail--a total of
19,000 square feet of retail.
The certificate of occupancy was issued to Del Norte Place in September
1992, and by late November, 75 of the apartments had been leased. The first
residents were a mix of "empty nesters", such as Celophus and Mary Henderson
who sold their home in the nearby city of Albany, graduate students commuting to
nearby UC Berkeley, and singles who work in downtown Oakland and San Francisco.
San Franciscan John Stewart is the main developer of Del Norte Place, and he
has taken a close interest in the relation of the project to BART:
"Before occupancy, we worried that
bothered by the BART train noise. In
complaints have been of trucks on
boulevard. The proximity to BART
negatives of noise or security."

residents might be
fact, the only noise
nearby San Pablo
so far has had no

Leasing of the retail space has been slower than the apartments, with 40%
of the space leased by late November. The first stores include a mix, aimed at both
the Del Norte Place residents and BART commuters: a specialty coffee shop, a dry
cleaner, a florist, an upscale Chinese restaurant, and a Postal Annex.
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FIGURE 5: Del Norte Place, adjacent to the Del Norte BART station, places
three stories of residential above retail.
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FIGURE 6: El Cerrito del Norte BART station area.
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Del Norte Place is on a series of parcels assembled by the El Cerrito
Redevelopment Agency. On nearby Redevelopment-owned land is a planned mix-use
development, the Mayfair development, by Urban Homes. The planned project,
fronting on San Pablo, includes 92 residential condominiums, and 20,000 square feet
of retail.
BART itself owns a 3.3 acre parcel adjacent to the station, which since the
early 1970s has been used for surface parking. In 1992, BART indicated a
willingness to build on this parcel, and received inquiries from twelve Bay Area
developers. In February, the BART Board of Directors chose Bay Area developer
Charles Oewel, whose plan includes 210 residential units, with ground floor retail,
at 77 units per acre.
Figure 6 indicates the 3.3 acre BART parcel at El Cerrito that is being
converted into housing. Although the addition of this parcel with the two adjacent
multi-family developments will result in over 400 new housing units, the city council
also has approved on the other nearby parcel, a Target store. The store will be
surrounded by a large surface parking lot and be unconnected to the station. In this
case, the city's need for additional sales tax revenues has undermined the
development of a more complete transit-based community.
Mountain View Ca/Train

The 40-mile CalTrain commuter line from San Jose to San Francisco has been
in operation as a train line since the 19th century. The Peninsula towns grew up
with the line, but did not focus development near the stations. The infrequent
CalTrain service (even today, less than hourly outside of rush hours), and the low
density development throughout the Peninsula discouraged any concentration.
In the past few years, though, the traffic on Highway 101 has led to a
rethinking of CalTrain as a resource, and housing and commercial projects have
arisen to tie into several of the 28 CalTrain stations. In Redwood City, the 170,000
sq. ft. Sequoia Station--a supermarket, drug emporium, restaurant--is adjacent to the
station, and designed to replicate a turn-of-the-century train station. In San Mateo,
the San Mateo Center, a ten-story residential project with 314 units, achieved
planning approvals in November of last year.
The most ambitious attempt at transit-based housing is in north Mountain
View, where the Old Mill development is taking shape near the relocated Mountain
View CalTrain stop. The Old Mill plan (figure 7) designs the station stop to open into
a new neighborhood over 16 acres. The neighborhood is designed as a type of
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FIGURE 7: The plan for the Old Mill project at the Mountain View CalTrain station.
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transit village, with a town square, and two-and-three story townhouses and
apartments fanning out above and mixed with small shops.
Chris Wurthmann of the Plymouth Group has been the lead developer on the
project, which has been approved in concept by the city council, and could range
over 400 new units. "We hope to attract suburbanites seeking a more urban
lifestyle," according to Wurthmann. Ken Alsman, Mountain View's economic
development director supports the project, telling the local newspaper, "We're
interested in making a neighborhood instead of having just a big apartment
complex."
Almaden (San Jose} Santa Clara Light Rail

The light rail line in Santa Clara County has 30 stations in operation, ranging
from the Santa Teresa station in south San Jose to the Tasman station in north San
Jose, and beyond to the Old Ironsides station past Great America Parkway.
Shea Homes has its higher-end River Oaks development--the 273
condominiums of Villagio and 941 apartments of Elan--near the River Oaks station.
Though the rail station was not a major factor in Shea's decision to locate River
Oaks, Shea Vice President Thom Gamble believes the station will become an
important amenity as the line expands by the mid 1990s. Forest City is building its
1500 unit Renaissance Village near the planned Vista Montana station.
Santa Clara County Supervisor Rod Diridon has taken the lead in the most
direct form of transit-based housing in Santa Clara: multi-family housing on the parkand-ride lots adjacent to the stations:
housing which Diridon terms transitcondominiums or "trandominiums". The Almaden station in south San Jose is the
site of the first trandominiums, 250 units on the adjacent 5.4 acres.
The project, developed by Denhart Properties, was approved by the transit board in
February of this year.
The design by Fisher-Friedman Associates of San Francisco is shown on figure
8. The architect, Rodney Friedman, is the architect of the Park Place residential
development near the central Mountain View CalTrain station, and has given
considerable attention to transit-based housing.
Friedman's complex includes 250 units, with an average density of 48 units
per acre. It has two and three story buildings on podiums over sub-grade parking.
An East Block and a West Block are linked by a pedestrian bridge--which also serves
as a "trandobservatory", where "residents can watch the light rail systems as an
integrated part of their neighborhood".
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FIGURE 8: Plan for the Almaden station area on the Santa Clara County Transit Light Rail line.
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The complex is aimed at an upscale market. A 700 sq. ft. 1-bedroom is
pegged to rent at $1,000 per month--on the higher end of Santa Clara County rents.
Though the proximity to the light rail is regarded as an amenity (aimed particularly
at the segment of "environmentally concerned persons seeking access to light rail"),
it is not a sufficient amenity to command high rents. The complex includes the other
features common to upper-end apartments--modern refrigerators, automatic ranges,
ceiling fans, "plush wall to wall carpeting", vaulted ceilings, wood burning fireplaces,
as well as a lap pool and recreation center.
The complex design gives particular attention to the security and privacy of
residents. There is individual private space--an outdoor patio or deck for each unit--as
well as the inner courtyards and private communal space. As part of its proposal,
Denhart Properties also suggested promotion of the light rail use: distribution of free
monthly passes for residents, light rail promotional visits to the complex for various
employer groups, and advertising on rail cars and at stations for the complex. At the
same time, provision is made for 400 parking spaces for residents--a 1.6: 1 parking
ratio--in the expectation that residents will want cars even if they use the light rail
for their commutes. The residential parking is kept separate from the commuter
parking.

PART II:

POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE EMERGING BAY AREA TRANSITBASED HOUSING

The transit-based housing developments in Northern California exist at an early
stage. On the BART line, only 5 of the 22 station areas outside of the already
densely-populated San Francisco, and downtowns of Oakland and Berkeley, have
any concentration of housing or advanced plans for development of such housing;
on the CalTrain line, the number is 5 of 26 station areas, and on the Santa Clara
County Light Rail, the number is 4 of 30 station areas.
Still, the recent developments are starting points in considering the
opportunities for transit-based housing on the Los Angeles heavy rail, light rail, and
commuter rail lines.
1.
Residential densities and designs: The "high density" housing near the
rail transit stations in Northern California has been basically four stories of housing,
or three stories of housing above ground floor retail. Densities range roughly from
40 units per acre to 72 units per acre. The exception is a 9 story housing
development (at over 150 units per acre) being built next to the San Mateo CalTrain
station in downtown San Mateo.
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The densities of these transit-based developments are considerably higher than
the surrounding suburban land use in the East Bay, Peninsula and Santa Clara
County, where residential densities generally are less than 12 units per acre. The
lack of even higher densities for the transit-based housing reflects two factors. One
is the widespread belief among residential developers and lenders that there is not
sufficient market for high-rise housing outside of the downtowns of San Francisco
and Oakland. A second factor is the opposition of neighborhoods farther out from
the station to high-rise development.
2.
Presence of retail: Individually, not all of the developments are a mix of
retail with the residential. However, in the station area plans, retail is an important
component. It adds a streetlife and activity to the station area, and as well provides
specific services to residents and transit riders.
The retail may also add to the acceptability of the development to nearby
neighborhoods. In bringing new shops to the area, it may offset the negatives of
increased traffic usually associated with new development.
At Pleasant Hill BART, the station area plan drawn up in 1982 included small
shops and neighborhood serving stores. However, these shops and stores did not
develop. The result: though the area today does include a concentration of office
buildings and residential projects, it has not become a place that Bay Area residents
come to visit or spend time at.
The station area designs for Northern California stations do not include
significant office construction. This is primarily due to the collapse of the office
market in the East Bay, and weakness of this market on the Peninsula and in Santa
Clara. Secondarily, it is due to the low transit ridership among current workers in the
offices next to the suburban BART stations, particularly at Walnut Creek.
3.
Market segment for transit-based housing and marketability of this
housing: The transit-based housing built and being designed in Northern California
has been market rate and even higher-end housing. At El Cerrito, for example, the
only below-market units have been redevelopment-subsidized units, totaling no more
than 15-20% of units. The same has been true at Hayward and Pleasant Hill, and for
the new major projects planned in Mountain View and San Jose.
The proximity to the transit station is regarded by developers and planners as
a plus for the projects, but by no means sufficient to ensure a project's success.
Thus, the projects have included the amenities that make other non-transit related
projects attractive to consumers--i.e. a swimming pool and/or recreation center, the
most up-to-date appliances.
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4.
Mixing transit-based housing with needed commuter parking and bus
service: In achieving the elements of marketable multi-family housing, the transitbased housing has had to contend with the needs of the transit station and access
to the station by commuters on foot, by bus, and by car.
The emphasis in the station area designs for Hayward and Almaden (Santa
Clara) has been to maximize pedestrian access to the station. At Hayward, for
example, traffic has been re-routed, and the eastern large surface parking lot
replaced by housing and pedestrian walkways. Commuters walking to the station
no longer make their ways through the parked cars, nor do they need to cross the
busy bus network. Commuter parking remains at over 1 600 spaces, but has been
consolidated in structured parking on one the west side of the station.
Individually, the housing projects have given attention to security and privacy.
At Almaden (Santa Clara), for example, which is adjacent to the station, each unit
of the proposed housing development includes an individual private space (patio or
deck) and a high-level security system. At Park Regency near Pleasant Hill BART,
the units are set around a series of courtyards, and are outside the commuter flow
to the station.
5.
The redevelopment agency as key actor in assembling land and
providing financial incentives: The redevelopment agency's role in assembling parcels
has been instrumental in achieving transit-based development at several stations:

*

In Pleasant Hill, the Contra Costa Redevelopment Agency assembled
small non-developable parcels into sites for the Park Regency project
and the Wayside Plaza project.

*

At El Cerrito del Norte, the El Cerrito redevelopment agency assembled
parcels for the Del Norte Place development, as well as the Mayfair
residential/commercial development.

*

In Hayward, the redevelopment agency assembled the 3.5 acre site
near the BART station on which the Felson Builders is in preconstruction.

Additionally, at a majority of the stations where major development has
occurred, financial incentives have been present through the local redevelopment
agency. Transit-based housing has not been immune from the tight financing facing
most multi-family housing.
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Chief among these financial incentives have been: 1. paying for the cost of
infrastructure improvements through tax increment financing; 2. participation as an
equity partner through collection of a low base rent and a percentage of cash flow;
3. subsidizing moderate income or low income units through writing down the cost
of land and/or providing a low-interest loan; and 4. tax-exempt financing through
assessment financing and/or multi-family rental housing financing.
Active role by the transit agency: For years, the three rail transit
6.
agencies--BART, Santa Clara Light Rail, CalTrain--did not take action to encourage
development near the station. Then in only the past four years, each of these
agencies have taken a more active role on the land that they own next to the transit
station, as well as in land-use for parcels within a one-quarter to one-third mile
radius. Among the actions taken by these agencies:

*

Use of surface parking lot land owned by the transit agency for housing
and replacement structured parking.

*

Participation in a station area design, with the municipal planning
entity.

*

Participation in a specific plan for the station area, with the municipal
planning entity.

The transit agency perspective has broadened from a focus on revenue gained
from joint development, to recognizing the ridership gains and reduction in vehicle
"cold starts" to be gained from housing near the station.
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How does proximity to stations influence ridership on rail transit?
While it seems logical that people who live near rail stations would ride the
transit system more frequently than those who live further away, many subquestions
are worth exploring. How does ridership fall off as distance increases from the
station? What radius contains the "impact zone"? One-quarter mile? One-third mile?
One-half mile? How does ridership vary between those heading downtown and those
working in the suburbs? What's the ridership capture area for offices? How far are
people willing to walk to stations?
While variables such as urban density, automobile ownership, cost of driving
and parking, and level of transit service are well-known determinants of travel mode
choice, to date the variable of distance to stations has received relatively little
attention from planners. However, the research that does exist is compelling, and is
of particular interest to those making decisions regarding land use near rail transit
stations.
Summary of evidence to date

Available studies demonstrate a clear connection between ridership and
proximity to transit stations. A survey of Washington, D.C.'s Metro found a transit
mode share in the range of 40 percent for commute trips from multifamily dwellings
within a one-third mile radius of a transit station. 1 A study of rail systems in Toronto
and Edmonton indicated a transit mode split ranging from 30 to 60 percent of all
work/school trips within an impact zone of about 3,000 feet. 2 A study of the San
Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit system (BART), found that commute ridership
ranged between 28 and 40 percent at East Bay residences within one-third mile of a
station, in contrast to 8 percent for all East Bay residents. A study of ridership
following a subway extension in Montreal found gains in ridership only within a
walking distance of the new transit line.
To provide further insights into how ridership is influenced by proximity to
transit stations, findings from three key studies are summarized here.
Washington. D.C. Metropolitan Transit System
The most comprehensive survey of ridership by station proximity looked at the
Washington D.C. Metro, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA), in 1987 and 1989. The study by JHK & Associates surveyed four groups
of people: those living, working, shopping, and staying in hotels near transit stations.
The first three groups will be discussed here.
Residential result. The residential-based survey looked at eight multifamily
developments, some in the downtown area, others in the suburbs, each with at least
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75 units. In terms of distance from stations, the developments ranged from 300 to
3,800 feet away.
The survey, summarized in Figure 1, found that for most developments the
share of work trips taken on rail were in the range of 40 percent. No sharp cut-off
point for ridership could be discerned: transit mode share fell off gradually further from
the stations. The development closest to any station, The Consulate, at 300 feet
from the Van Ness-UDC station, had 63 percent of work trips via rail. The furthest
development, Connecticut Heights, at 3,800 feet from the same station, had 24
percent via transit. The close-in suburban Crystal City station featured an exception-rail transit ridership was higher at Crystal Plaza Apartments, 1,000 feet from the
station, than at Crystal Square Apartments (which is home to a generally older
population), 500 feet away.
Figure 1: Washington D.C. Metropolitan Area Rail Mode Share
for Residential Developments, 1987

Metrorail Station
Rosslyn

Crystal City
Van Ness-UDC
Silver Spring

Develo1:1ment
River Place North
River Place South
Prospect House
Crystal Square Apts.
Crystal Plaza Apts.
The Consulate
Connecticut Heights
Twin Towers
Georgian Towers

Dist.to Station
(feet)

%Auto

%Rail

1,000
1,500
2,200
500
1,000
300
3,800
900
1,400

41.5

45.3
40.0
18.2

60.0
81.8

48.8
45.0
32.6
56.0
52.3
43.1

36.3
44.0

63.0
24.0
36.4
34.7

%Other Sam1:1le Size
(bus, walk, other)
13.3
53
0.0
20
0.0
44

14.9
11.0

80

4.4

46
50

20.0
11.4
0.8

10)

44
72

(Source: JHK & Associates, •oevelopment-related Ridership SuNey, • March 1987.J

The data also indicated that the percentage of trips by transit decreases by
approximately .65 percent for each 100 foot increase in distance of a residential site
from a Metrorail station portal.
Office results. The survey of people working in offices near transit stations
revealed two clear patterns: ridership is generally higher at downtown sites than at
suburban sites; and, as in the residential survey, ridership tends to fail off with
distance from the station.

As shown in figure 2, the downtown office buildings located within 1,000 feet
of a Metro rail station (Metro Center and Farragut West) approached a rail transit mode
share of nearly 50 percent, as compared to 1 6 to 19 percent for buildings at
comparable distances at suburban Crystal City and Silver Spring stations. The other
downtown office, at 2,800 feet from the station, had approximately 27 .4 percent rail
transit ridership. In contrast, at an office building located 2,500 feet from the
suburban Crystal City Metro station, only 5.4 percent of those surveyed indicated
they rode rail transit to work.
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Figure 2: Washington D.C. Metropolitan Area Rail Mode Share
for the Commute Trip to Office Buildings, 1987

Dist. to Station
(feet)

Metrorail Station

Develo12men1

Metro Center &
Farragut West

International Square
NCPC Bldg.
Olmsted Bldg.
McKee Bldg.
Realtor's Bldg.
Am. Inst. of Architects
1300 N. 17th Street
AM Building
Air Force Assoc.
Cyrstal Mall 1
Crystal Square 2
2711 Jeff-Davis
Van Ness Station
Intelsat

Rosslyn

Crystal City

Van Ness-UDC

Silver Spring

Twin Towers
Georgian Towers

%Auto

%Rail
%Other Sam12le Siz~
(bus, walk, other)

200
500
700
900
1,200
2,800
800
1,000
2,200
200
1,000
2,500
100
300

42.4
36.5
45.4
32.5
28.3
55.9
80
73.4
85.3
81.3
77.2
90.2
72.8
68.4

48.9
46.6
43.5
50.5
45.6
27.4
19.2
24.3
13.3
16.3
17.4
5.4
21.1
27.9

8.8
16.8
11.4
17.0
26.1
16.7
1.5
1.6
1.5
2.4
5.5
5.0
5.2
3.8

297
345
106
188
46
227
135
128
68
508
746
132
209
79

900

52.3

36.4

11.4

44

1,400

43.1

34.7

0.8

72

(Source: JHK & Associates, •oevelopment-related Ridership Survey,• March 1987.)

The researchers found that for downtown offices, transit ridership would
decrease by . 76 percent for each 100 feet increase in distance from the station
portal and for suburban offices, 74 percent for each 100 additional feet.
In all, the office data indicates a trend of decreasing transit mode share as
distance from the DC core and distance from the Metro increase.
Retail results. The results of the retail survey paralleled those of the office
survey, in that outside of downtown Washington, D.C., rail ridership decreased
sharply. Among shoppers at the Hecht Company, located near the Metro Center in
downtown, rail ridership was at 34.3 percent compared to 12.3 percent at The
Underground in Crystal City and 10.4 percent at Ballston Common near the
suburban Ballston station.

WMATA Summary. The researchers concluded that "the most significant
factors affecting the percent of trips by transit are 1 ) the location of the site
within the urban area and on the Metrorail system: downtown sites have higher
transit mode shares than suburban sites, and 2) the proximity of the building to a
Metrorail station entrance."
Not surprisingly, "poor transit accessibility at either end of the trip results in
poor transit ridership between those pairs."
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In 1989, JHK & Associates performed a follow-up study of ridership on the
WMATA line, which largely confirmed the 1987 findings. The transit mode share
for residential buildings near stations ranged from 30 percent to over 70 percent.
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
Though smaller in scope than the WMATA study, a survey undertaken for
the Bay Area Rapid Transit system (BART) found ridership patterns similar to those
found in Washington. Undertaken in 1991 by NTRAC researchers, the study
shows that for people living near suburban East Bay BART stations, ridership is
well above the ridership percentage for the East Bay as a whole.
The survey investigated ridership from four major residential projects within
one-third mile of East Bay BART stations: Treat Commons (Pleasant Hill), the
Verandas (Union City), Mission Wells (Fremont), and the Foothills (South
Hayward).
While recent travel estimates by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) place rail transit ridership for weekday commuters among all
East Bay residents at 8 percent, the survey found that ridership at these residential
projects averaged about 40 percent.
At Treat Commons (1800 feet from the station), 40.5 percent of residents
indicated they used BART on a regular basis for their commutes. As the Verandas
(700 feet away), the relevant percentage was 41.1 percent, at the Foothills (450
feet away), 42 percent, and at Mission Wells ( 1200 feet away), 27. 6 percent.
Not only does residence location influence ridership, the rail system also
influences residence location: from 44 to 62 percent of people surveyed cited
BART as a "main" or "major" factor in choosing their residence.
Edmonton/Toronto
The other major study of transit ridership by station proximity focused on
two Canadian systems, the Toronto subway system and the Edmonton light rail
system. The study, as reported by M.G.R Stringham in the ITE Journal of April
1982, surveyed more than 2,000 people either living or working near two selected
suburban stations for each system.
The survey found that within a radial distance of 3,000 feet of a station,
transit mode split ranged from 30 to 60 percent of all work/school trips.
Stringham estimates the "impact zone" (the area within which people walk to the
station in significant numbers) to exceed a radial distance of 3,000--perhaps up to
4,000--feet from a station.
4
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As in the Washington study, here the rapid transit modal split of high density
residential land use was about 30 percent greater than that of low density
residential land use at an equivalent distance from a station. However, "a
significant proportion of trips are attracted to rapid transit by residential
development within the impact zone of suburban stations."
The transit modal split of employment uses was found to be significantly
lower than that of residential land uses near suburban stations, perhaps reflecting
the high availability of plentiful parking at the suburban businesses surveyed.
The Limits of Pedestrian Access
Research on access to rapid transit stations shows that walking is the major
form of access until about 3,000 feet, a bit more than half a mile. M.G. R
Stringham, in describing his research on Edmonton and Toronto cited above, notes
that people are willing to walk a maximum of about 3,800 feet to a transit station,
and that at about 3,000 feet, bus access becomes more popular.
Richard Untermann has conducted the most in-depth research on Americans'
walking behavior. He contends most people are willing to walk 500 feet, 40
percent would walk 1,000 feet, and only 10 percent would go half a mile.
However, in this broad figure he does not specify purpose of the walking trip.
Additionally, Untermann and others have shown that walking distances can be
stretched considerably by creating interesting, pleasant urban spaces and corridors.
Untermann contends a ten minute, or 2,300 foot, walk seems to be the
maximum distance American people are willing to walk today, while Europeans are
willing to walk longer distances. As for speed, a mile can be walked in about 20
minutes at the brisk pace of three miles per hour, which translates to 264 feet per
minute. Taking into account intersections, grades, and pedestrian traffic, the pace
would actually be a bit slower. 4
Researchers have found that passengers are less sensitive to distance as
service frequency improves and that willingness to walk varies by demographics
and purpose of trip. For example, males, auto owners, and the elderly have been
shown to have higher elasticities than females, non-license holders, and young
people. However, it is important to stress that older people tend to more amenable
to walking if the pedestrian environment is pleasant. 5
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Summary

It is worth emphasizing again that far more survey work remains to be done
on rail transit ridership by proximity to station area. Further, in relation to Los
Angeles, wide allowance must be made for how present automobile-use patterns
could cause ridership figures to vary from the surveys cited here.
Nevertheless, currently available data provides useful lessons on the benefits
of transit-oriented development to a rail transit system. In general, it appears that
the greatest ridership gains occur a developments within about one-third of a mile,
though the more general "impact zone" exceeds a half mile in radius. (See figure
3.)
The data suggests important implications for land use: a 3,000 foot impact
zone, as Stringham writes, "represents about 1,200 acres of land that could be
developed to provide significant benefits to the urban transportation system."
Those benefits to a transit system can be seen in dollars and cents. JHK &
Associates report that "a 200,000 square foot office building in the downtown will
generate nearly 300,000 transit trips per year, valued at approximately $500,000
of transit revenue. A similar building near a close-in suburban station would
generate over $200,000 in transit revenue annually."
Of course, the benefits go beyond finances: "By locating this 200,000
square foot office building close to a suburban rail station rather than in a remote
area not served by transit, an annual reduction of some 500,000 vehicle miles of
travel would also be realized."
The data also suggests that transit-oriented residential development has
more impact on ridership than office development. It has been suggested that this
can be attributed to abundant parking at suburban office buildings, the higher
time-value of walking at the work end of a trip, and general distance from the
transit station.
Proximity of development to transit stations a promising and underexplored
variable in the ridership equation, and more research is underway to further test it.
For now it appears that ridership levels on a rail transit system can be increased by
the intensive use of land around its stations.
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